TOWNSHIP OF NORTH GLENGARRY
Committee of Adjustment Hearing
Monday, April 27th, 2020

THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF NORTH GLENGARRY
Committee of Adjustment Hearing
Monday, April 27th, 2020 at 6:30 p.m.
via Zoom Online Meeting:
Any public wishing to speak need to register with the Township prior to the meeting.
AGENDA
The Council of the Township of North Glengarry would like to advise the public
that this meeting is or may be recorded by either the press or any other individuals,
but not by the Township.
1. DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICT INTEREST
2. ACCEPT THE AGENDA (Additions/Deletions) ® (Brenda)
3. RATIFY MINUTES - N/A
4. MINOR VARIANCES
a) Franz Suter MV-02-2020 ® (Jeff)
5. OLD BUSINESS
6. NEW BUSINESS
7. NOTICE OF MOTION
8. ADJOURNMENT ® (Johanne)

1.
DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICT
INTEREST

2.
ACCEPT THE AGENDA

CORPORATION OF
THE
TOWNSHIP OF NORTH GLENGARRY
DATE: April 27th, 2020
RESOLUTION # _________
MOVED BY: _______________________________
SECONDED BY: _____________________________

That the Council of the Township of North Glengarry accepts Committee of
Adjustment Hearing agenda of Monday, April 27th , 2020.

Carried
_______

Defeated
________

Deferred
________

______________________
MAYOR / DEPUTY MAYOR
YEA
Deputy Mayor: Carma Williams
Councillor: Brenda Noble
Councillor: Jacques Massie
Councillor: Jeff Manley
Councillor: Johanne Wensink
Mayor:
Jamie MacDonald

____
____
____
____
____
____

NEA
____
____
____
____
____
____

3.
RATIFY MINUTES
N/A

4.
MINOR VARIANCES

CORPORATION OF
THE
TOWNSHIP OF NORTH GLENGARRY

RESOLUTION # _________

DATE: April 27th, 2020

MOVED BY: _______________________________
SECONDED BY: _____________________________

That the Committee of Adjustment approve Minor Variance application MV-02-2020, with
the following conditions:
1. Establishing or re-establishing the straw cover after emptying and land
applying the liquid manure from the cement manure storage pit.
2. In addition to the first condition requirement, the applicant will be required
to maintain the straw cover after disruptive weather events, such as storms.
3. The applicant shall adhere to the Farming and Food Production Protection Act
(FFPPA), regarding nuisance complaints, and to the regulations of the Ontario
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA).
4. The applicant will be required to create a tree buffer along the West lot line,
by closely following the guidance and recommendations of the Raisin Region
Conservation Authority; a buffer zone of trees measuring 50’ x 600’ with 5 rows of
trees; planted 6’ x 8’.
Carried
_______

Defeated
________

Deferred
_______
______________________
MAYOR / DEPUTY MAYOR
YEA

Deputy Mayor: Carma Williams
Councillor: Brenda Noble
Councillor: Jacques Massie
Councillor: Jeff Manley
Councillor: Johanne Wensink
Mayor:
Jamie MacDonald

____
____
____
____
____
____

NEA
____
____
____
____
____
____

TOWNSHIP OF NORTH GLENGARRY
STAFF REPORT
COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT
Date:

April 27th, 2020

To:

Committee of Adjustment Members

From:

_____________________________
Kasia Olszewska, Planner

_____________________________
Sarah Huskinson, CAO
______________________________________________________________________________

Re: Minor Variance MV-02-2020

Owner: 1024848 Ontario Inc. (Franz Suter)
Location: (Concession 5, W Pt Lot 27) 20905 County Road 21, Alexandria, ON
Official Plan designation: Agricultural Resource Lands
Zoning designation: General Agricultural (AG) and Restricted Agricultural (AR)
Purpose of the Application:
The applicant is seeking relief from Section 3.12 and Section 11.3(b) of the Township of North
Glengarry Zoning By-law to permit construction of a proposed cement manure storage in the
proposed location next to the existing barn. The manure storage will be circular in shape and will
have a diameter of 67m (220 feet).
The applicant is in the process of applying for building permit to construct a new dairy barn,
however it does not require a minor variance since it will be located beyond the required MDS II
setback, and thus it is not part of this application.
The subject lands comprise an area of approximately 85 acres (34 hectares) of land and contain
agricultural land in production, farm buildings and an existing single-detached farm dwelling. A
dairy barn and several other smaller farm buildings are located on the subject lands as part of the
existing livestock operation. The subject lands front on and have direct access to Lochiel Road
(County Road 21). The lands have been used for agricultural purposes for over 30 years. The
surrounding lands uses are General Agricultural (AG) to the north, east and west, and General
Industrial (MG) as well as Restricted Agricultural (AR) to the south. A single detached dwelling
is located west of the subject lands, on the north side of County Road 21. See Figure 1, Location

Map and Existing Zoning, showing the location of the subject lands and surrounding properties
with zoning information.
This application is to seek relief from Section 3.12 in the Zoning By-law to reduce the required
Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II) setback requirement for the proposed structure (manure
storage), from the required 384.7 metres (1262 feet) to the proposed 247.9m (813 feet) to the nearest
Type A Land Use (West neighbour dwelling). See Figure 2, Applicant’s Sketch, showing the
distance from the proposed manure storage to the neighbour's residence, a single detached dwelling.
Discussion: The applicant submitted a Minor Variance application for a proposed manure
storage building on the subject lands. These land uses are compatible with the proposed structure
and the reduction in the MDS II setbacks from the required 384.7 metres (1262 feet) to the
proposed 247.9m (813 feet), see Figure 3. MDS II Calculation Sketch.
There is an existing dairy barn on the lands, the existing barn will be converted to storage use and
housing calves. The livestock cattle will be moved to the new dairy barn proposed to be located
beyond the required MDS II distance of 347.5 metres (1140 feet), thus not requiring a minor
variance. The new dairy barn will include advanced technology for milk production and improved
cattle accommodation. The applicant also has an updated Nutrient Management Strategy that was
approved by OMAFRA, for both the future barn and the proposed manure storage. The report
addresses environmental concerns and details the requirements for manure spreading.
The Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II) between the proposed manure storage and the existing
west neighbour dwelling is reduced from 384.7 metres (1262 feet) to the proposed 247.9 metres (813
feet), thus a Minor Variance is required.
Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
The proposed use if consistent with the PPS (2014), and the Minor Variance application may provide
a relief in the required minimum distance separation formulae.
2.3.3.1 In prime agricultural areas, permitted uses and activities are: agricultural uses, agriculturerelated uses and on-farm diversified uses.
2.3.3.2 In prime agricultural areas, all types, sizes and intensities of agricultural uses and normal
farm practices shall be promoted and protected in accordance with provincial standards.
2.3.3.3 New land uses, including the creation of lots, and new or expanding livestock facilities shall
comply with the minimum distance separation formulae.

Provincial Policy Statement (2020)
The Provincial Policy Statement that will be in effect in May 2020. The proposed use if consistent
with the PPS (2020), and the Minor Variance application may provide a relief in the required
minimum distance separation formulae.

Policies that apply to this application read the same as PPS 2014 except for Policy 2.3.3.3: New land
uses in prime agricultural areas, including the creation of lots, and new or expanding livestock
facilities shall comply with the minimum distance separation formulae.
Four Tests of the Minor Variance: Planning Act Section 45(1)
The Committee of Adjustment may approve any variance provided, in their opinion, the variances:
1. Comply with the intent and purpose of the Official Plan.
In the Agricultural Resource lands designation, lands are to be developed for a wide variety
of agricultural land uses, including general farming, animal or poultry operations, livestock
farms, cash crop farms and specialty crop farms together with farm buildings and structures
necessary to the farming operation, and accessory residential uses required for the farm.
(Section 5.3.2)
Section 3.5.1.5.1 United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Official Plan states
that minor variances to the MDS I and II may be granted based on site specific circumstances
and local conditions including: consideration of natural features, natural hazards and manmade hazards, prevailing winds, farm operations, existing buildings and structures, adequate
buffering; any combination of which warrant a reduction in the required MDS setback; and
for circumstances that mitigate environmental or public health and safety impacts.
The use of the lands for raising livestock and associated on-farm buildings and structures,
necessary to the farming operation, including manure storage facilities, conforms to the
relevant policies of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Official Plan
2018.

2. Comply with the intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law.
The application of the Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II) guidelines, as established by
the Province of Ontario, is considered to be a key mechanism by which municipalities can
reduce and minimize potential land use conflicts and minimize nuisance complaints from
odour associated with livestock. MDS II is to be implemented via the provisions of the
Township’s Zoning By-law.
The Township of North Glengarry Zoning By-law (2000) General Agricultural zone permits
agricultural uses including intensive livestock operations and associated accessory uses such
as manure storage.

Provision
3.12 and
11.3(b)

Description
Type A
(West neighbour
dwelling)

Required
384.7 metres
(1262 feet)

Proposed
247.9m (813 ft)

Relief
136 m (449 ft)

3. Are deemed suitable and desirable for the surrounding area.
The Provincial Minimum Distance Separation Formulae Implementation Guidelines
(Publication 853) states that “minor variances to MDS II distances can be considered based
on site specific circumstances. Circumstances that meet the intent, if not the precise distances
of MDS II, or mitigate environmental impacts, may warrant further consideration.” The
applicants propose to construct a new cement manure storage pit. This is consistent with the
Agricultural Resource lands designation and General Agricultural zoning that the lands are to
be used for farming purposes. In this particular instance, the proposed location of the manure
storage pit is appropriate as it will minimize the amount of land being removed from
agricultural production, as it is proposed to be situated adjacent to the existing livestock barn
and other farm structures.
Wind data from Weatherspark.com was analyzed for nearby weather stations located in
Cornwall, Casselman, Morrisburg and Hawkesbury. For the months of May to September,
when the odour impacts may be of most concern, prevalent wind direction is west to east,
thus having limited impact on spreading of odour towards the dwelling to the west.
Furthermore, the applicant is proposing to locate the new dairy barn beyond the required
MDS II setback. As a result, the applicant is not required any relief from MDS for the
proposed dairy barn facility. Although the proposed dairy barn will accommodate an
increased number of livestock on the subject lands, given the proposed location beyond the
required MDS II setback it is not anticipated that there will be any additional impacts
relating to odour.
Alternate locations for the manure storage were considered by the applicant, however,
moving the liquid manure storage to the back of the proposed new dairy barn would not be
an option because it would have to be located near or on top of the creek (surface water)
passing behind the proposed new barn. Locating the manure storage to the back of the
proposed dairy barn was advised against by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) Engineering Specialist.
Planning staff are of the opinion that the applicant’s requested variance to the MDS II
setback requirement can be considered minor in nature if the odour is mitigated with a
number of required conditions. The application can be considered desirable for the
surrounding area composed of prime agricultural lands, thus it meets the intent and purpose
of the Zoning By-law and the objectives and policies of the Official Plan.
4. Are minor in nature.
The proposed relief of the MDS II requirements will generate minimal impact on the
adjacent lands and dwellings despite the reduction in MDS II requirements. The odour
impacts will be mitigated with the application and maintenance of a straw cover, as well
planting of trees along the west lot line to create a buffer for the odour. The applicant
consulted with the Raisin Region Conservation Authority (RRCA) to obtain a tree planting
plan for this purpose. The RRCA advised to a plant buffer zone of trees measuring 50’ x
600’ with 5 rows of trees; planted 6’ x 8’.

The owner will be required to apply and maintain a straw cover on the proposed cement
manure storage pit and plant trees along the west lot line as part of the approval conditions
for this Minor Variance application. These measures will mitigate the odour impacts to a
minimum, thus the minor variance can be considered minor in nature.
Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the Planning Department that the Committee of
Adjustment approve Minor Variance application MV-02-2020 as submitted, with the following
conditions:
The applicant will be required to mitigate the odour originating from the proposed manure storage
by:
1. Establishing or re-establishing the straw cover after emptying and land applying the liquid
manure from the cement manure storage pit.
2. In addition to the first condition requirement, the applicant will be required to maintain the
straw cover after disruptive weather events, such as storms.
3. The applicant shall adhere to the Farming and Food Production Protection Act (FFPPA),
regarding nuisance complaints, and to the regulations of the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA).
4. The applicant will be required to create a tree buffer along the West lot line, by closely
following the guidance and recommendations of the Raisin Region Conservation Authority;
a buffer zone of trees measuring 50’ x 600’ with 5 rows of trees; planted 6’ x 8’.

Figure 1. Location Map and Zoning.

Figure 2. Applicant’s sketch.

Figure 3. MDS II Calculation Sketch

FILE No. MV-02-2020
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
OF APPLICATION FOR MINOR VARIANCE

REVISED

FROM BY-LAW

PROPOSED MINOR VARIANCE
UNDER SECTION 45 OF THE PLANNING ACT
PURPOSE OF THE APPLICATION:

To reduce the required setback distances from the Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II)
document calculations for a proposed new manure storage; from the required 1262 feet to the
proposed 813 feet to the nearest Type A Land Use (West neighbour dwelling).

Which is located on

Concession 5, W Pt Lot 27, former Lochiel Township_

___

In the Township of North Glengarry

AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that the Committee of Adjustment has appointed
DATE __April 27th, 2020__ AT TIME
6:30 p.m.______________________.
Please note this is a change of date from March 23rd to April 27th, 2020.
The meeting will be held via teleconference call. The teleconference call in details will be
provided the day before the meeting on the Township website and Facebook.
Copy of the notice and additional information and material about the proposed variance is
available for inspection by the public by emailing planner@northglengarry.ca

Kasia Olszewska, Planner
Corporation of the Township of North Glengarry
90 Main Street, P.O. Box 700
Alexandria, ON K0C 1A0
Telephone: (613) 525-1116

X

Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs

Ministère de l’Agriculture,
de l’Alimentation et
des Affaires rurales

31, St-Paul Street
P.O. Box 430
Alfred, Ontario K0B 1A0
Tel: (613) 679-4411
Fax: (613) 679-0929

31, rue St-Paul
C.P 430
Alfred (Ontario) K0B 1A0
Tél.:
(613) 679-4411
Téléc.: (613) 679-0929

Environmental Management Branch

April 2nd, 2020
Franz Suter
20905, Cty Rd 21
Alexandria, ON
RE: Farm visit to offer advice on mitigating odor potential for a proposed dairy liquid manure
storage
Dear Mr. Suter:
I’m following up regarding the farm visit conducted on March 16 th and the conversations I had
with your son over the last couple of weeks. You asked us to provide recommendations to
minimize nuisance impacts (odors) for a proposed new manure storage that is not meeting
Minimum Distance Separation II proposed setback calculation of 385 m.
The following options below are generally recognized to be effective to reduce emissions of
odors from liquid manure storages (Liquid Manure Covers, Ontario Pork, Ron Fleming,
Ridgetown College, 2006):


Impermeable covers, such as HDPE, EPDM or PVC liners that are positively or
negatively pressurized and other type of suspended or floating type of covers;



Permeable covers, such as straw or other residues mixed with vegetable oil, floating
plastic hexagons or clay balls, or natural crust formation.

After discussing over the last two weeks with the City’s planner, your Nutrient Management
Consultant and your planner over the proposed minor variance application, you have manifested
a preference to use the straw cover option.

Good Things Grow in Ontario
À bonne terre, bons produits

-2During the farm visit, we noticed that moving the liquid manure storage to the back of the
proposed new dairy barn would not be an option because it would have to be located near or on
top of the creek (surface water) passing behind the proposed new barn. This may constitute
enough grounds by the municipality’s planner to be consistent with MDS Guideline #43 which
states:
“MDS II setbacks should not be reduced except in limited site specific circumstances
that meet the intent of this MDS Document. Examples include circumstances that
mitigate environmental or public health and safety impacts, or avoid natural or humanmade hazards. If deemed appropriate by a municipality, the process by which a
reduction to MDS II may be considered would typically be through a minor variance to
the local zoning by-law provisions. To a lesser extent a site specific zoning by-law
amendment may also be appropriate.”
In terms of farmstead planning, you explained to us that you chose that location to allow manure
from a heifer barn to also be added to the proposed liquid manure storage. One of the pack &
scrape barn that you currently use for heifers would not be able to send the scrape portion of the
liquid manure from these heifers if the proposed liquid manure storage would be relocated. That
would significantly increase the labor and equipment operation requirements to haul the scrape
portion to your existing lagoon on your farmstead.
The use of straw cover, in combination with the natural crust formation that can naturally occur
on the surface of liquid dairy manure, is only effective when maintained. Climatic events, like
rainfall or high winds, can force the crust and straw cover to sink. You would have to reestablish it in the following weeks to minimize the potential of odor emissions after these
climatic events. This straw cover also needs to be re-established after emptying and land
applying the liquid manure from that storage.
In the long term, an anaerobic digester uses a permanent cover to collect all biogas produced
from incoming manure and destroys volatile organic compounds and other compounds known
to cause odors. This leaves the digested manure with significantly less odor emission potential
from the liquid manure storage tank and from land application of liquid digested manure, as you
already experienced from other farms in your area.
Considering you are planning in the long term to have an anaerobic digester, the use of a straw
cover for the proposed liquid dairy manure tank would help natural crust formation and reduce
the potential for odor emissions as a short-term, but high management method. It also uses
materials that are already locally available, rather than to require large amounts of plastic that
would have to be disposed to a landfill when you would decide to build your anaerobic digester.
Another option that has not been mentioned in the Ontario Pork study, but widely recognized to
have an impact on dispersion of odorous particles and other socio-economic benefits to your
farm is the establishment of a properly designed windbreak in between the liquid manure
storage and nearby receptors. We would highly recommend that you contact your local
Conservation Authority to obtain the planning services from their forestry department to
establish a permanent windbreak. Mostly likely, this would be a combination of 2 or 3 rows of
different species that are suitable for your soil and drainage in potted stock (not bare root).

-3-

Over the years, the windbreak would have to be thinned and maintained. A permanent
windbreak is an additional long term fall back strategy to reduce the travel of odorous particles
that would not be contained by a permeable or impermeable cover over your liquid manure
storage to nearby receptors.
If you have any other questions, please contact me via phone at +1-613-676-2460. We wish you
great success to you and your family as you embark on this construction project for your dairy
herd.

Sincerely,
Terrence Sauvé
Farmstead Optimization and Safety, Engineering Specialist
EMB/ OMAFRA
Alfred, ON
cc.
Amadou Thiam, OMAFRA
John O’Neil, OMAFRA
Brent Winters, MECP
Tony Sroka, The Haven Group
Kasia Olszewska, Township of North Glengarry
Karen Davis, Crop Quest inc.

Acknowledgment
To:

Crop Quest Inc.

Re:

Minimum Distance Separation Calculation

The undersigned customer hereby acknowledges:
1.

The customer has retained Crop Quest Inc. to perform a Minimum Distance
Separation Calculation;

2.

In order for the calculation to be correct it is essential that the customer
provide accurate information to Crop Quest Inc.;

3.

In performing the calculation Crop Quest Inc. utilizes Google Earth, or a
similar internet-based tool, to measure distances; and

4.

Given that Google Earth has some inherent degree of inaccuracy, where the
calculation result is within 100 feet or less of the permitted Minimum Distance
Separation, Crop Quest Inc. strongly recommends that the customer retain
a surveyor to perform an actual measurement based on an attendance at the
site.

Dated at Alexandria

, Ontario, this18 day of

April

, 2020.

Franz Suter
________________________________________

Customer Name (printed)

________________________________________

Customer Signature

Doc ID: 96bdc800b7a955ac97add1fe29213f7242ce79ad

Minimum Distance Separation II
Suter
Prepared By: Karen Davis, Crop Quest Inc.
Description:

For information purposes only!

Application Date:

Thursday, April 04, 2019

Municipal File Number:
Applicant Contact Information
Frank Suter
20905 County Rd. 21
Alexandria, ON, Canada K0C !a0

Location of Subject Livestock Facilities
United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, Township of North Glengarry
LOCHIEL, Concession: 5, Lot: 27
Roll Number:

011101601190200

Cement Pit

Calculation Name:
Description:

The barn area is an estimate only and is intended to provide users with an indication of whether the number of livestock entered is
reasonable.

Manure
Type

Type of Livestock/Manure

Liquid

Dairy, Calves Large Frame (45 - 182 kg) (eg.
Holsteins)

Liquid

Dairy, Heifers Large Frame (182 - 545 kg) (eg.
Holsteins), Pack Scrape 1 Side

Liquid

Dairy, Milking-age Cows (dry or milking) Large Frame
(545 - 658 kg) (eg. Holsteins), 4 Row Free Stall Head
To Head

Existing
Maximum
Number

Existing
Maximum
Number
(NU)

Total
Maximum
Number

Total
Maximum
Number
(NU)

Estimated
Livestock
Barn Area

0

0.0

60

10.0

2,100 ft²

400

200.0

238

119.0

23,800 ft²

0

0.0

304

434.3

38,000 ft²

Manure Storage: M1. Liquid, outside, no cover, straight-walled storage
Existing design capacity (NU):
Design capacity after alteration (NU):
Factor A

Factor B

(Odour Potential)

(Size)

0.7

200.0
563.3
Building Base DistanceF'

Factor D

Factor C

(minimum distance from livestock barn)

(Orderly Expansion) (Manure Type)

X 578.22 X 0.9771

X

0.8

316 m (1038 ft)

=

Storage Base Distance 'S'
(minimum distance from manure storage)

385 m (1262 ft)
MDS II Setback Distance Summary

Description

Minimum
Livestock
Barn Setback
Distance

Actual
Livestock
Barn Setback
Distance

Minimum
Manure
Manure Storage Actual
Storage Setback
Setback
Distance
Distance

Type A Land Uses

316 m
1,038 ft

TBD

385 m
1,262 ft

TBD

Type B Land Uses

633 m
2,076 ft

TBD

770 m
2,525 ft

TBD

Nearest lot line (side or
rear)

30 m
98 ft

TBD

30 m
98 ft

TBD

Nearest road allowance

60 m
197 ft

TBD

60 m
197 ft

TBD

AgriSuite 3.4.0.18
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Minimum Distance Separation II
Suter
Prepared By: Karen Davis, Crop Quest Inc.
Preparer Information
Karen Davis
Crop Quest Inc.
1104 Kidd Rd. N.
Lansdowne, ON, Canada K0E1L0
Phone #1: 613-659-3347
Phone #2: 613-532-3347
Email: bkdavis@1000island.net

Signature of Preparer:

Date:

04 / 19 / 2020

Karen Davis
NOTE TO THE USER:
The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) has developed this software program for distribution and use with the Minimum Distance
Separation (MDS) Formulae as a public service to assist farmers, consultants, and the general public. This version of the software distributed by OMAFRA will be
considered to be the official version for purposes of calculating MDS. OMAFRA is not responsible for errors due to inaccurate or incorrect data or information; mistakes
in calculation; errors arising out of modification of the software, or errors arising out of incorrect inputting of data. All data and calculations should be verified before
acting on them.

AgriSuite 3.4.0.18
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Planning
Rationale Opinion
Franz Suter
20905 County Road 21, Alexandria, ON

Township of North Glengarry

Committee of Adjustment
Minor Variance Application
File Reference No.: MV-02-2020
Subject Property: Concession 5, W Pt. Lot 27, former Lochiel Twp.

Prepared by:

Tony Sroka (MPL, MCIP, RPP)
The Haven Group Inc.
File Ref.: HP20-003
April 22, 2020
Version 1.0

PLANNING RATIONALE OPINION SUMMARY:
The Haven Group Inc was retained to review the planning rationale related to Mr. Franz Suter’s Minor Variance
application MV02-2020 to the Committee of Adjustment of the Township of Glengarry. This application seeks relief
from the zoning by-law’s required setback as calculated according to the Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II)
formula.
The Haven Group Inc conducted a review of the minor variance application, including background documents and
relevant policy planning considerations in addition to a site visit throughout March and April of 2020. Several
meetings via teleconference were held with the Township’s Planner, representative from the Ministry of the
Environment (MOE) and the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs to discuss the minor variance
application. The Planning Department’s draft conditions of approval were reviewed with the Township’s Planner
and applicant.
Based on this review it is my opinion that the application meets the four tests as set out in the Planning Act in that
the subject minor variance:
1.

Complies with the intent and purpose of the Official Plan being the United Counties of Stormont Dundas
and Glengarry Official Plan;

2.

Complies with the intent and purpose of the Township of North Glengarry’s Zoning By Law (By-law No. 392000;

3.

Is deemed suitable and desirable for the surrounding farmland area; and

4.

Is deemed minor in nature.

In consideration of the site context, proposed location and type of cement storage pit, average annual westerly
prevailing wind direction, proposed manure storage pit straw cap mitigation measure, earth berm around the
cement manure storage pit as well as the tree planting along the western property line to create a buffer, the odour
exposure impact on the adjacent land and dwellings will be mitigated.
The impact of the proposed reduction to the calculated Minimum Distance Separation (MDS) setback calculation will
be mitigated and subject to the Planning Departments conditions of approval.
Recommendation: It is my professional Planning Rationale Opinion that the Committee of Adjustment for the
Township of Glengarry should approve minor variance application MV-05-2019 as submitted and amended.

Prepared by:
Tony Sroka. MPL, MCIP, RPP
Principal Planner / Director
The Haven Group Inc.
Submitted to:

Township of Glengarry, Committee of Adjustment
Date: April 22, 2020
1
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Haven Group Inc is a planning consulting firm located in Ottawa, Ontario with over 35 years of professional
planning experience in urban and regional land use planning matters.
The Haven Group Inc was retained by Mr. Franz Suter on March 17, 2020 for the purposes of preparing a Planning
Rationale Opinion regarding Mr. Suter’s application (as amended) to the Township of North Glengarry’s Committee
of Adjustment for a Minor Variance to the municipality’s Zoning By-law provisions. The subject minor variance
application on file with the Township of North Glengarry is referred to as File No. MV-02-2020.
Prior to agreeing to work on this retainer Mr. David
Suter (son) acting on behalf of Mr. Franz Suter
(father), initially contacted The Haven Group Inc on
March 2, 2020 to discuss the minor variance
application and request for a professional Planning
Rationale Opinion. Planning staff from The Haven
Group Inc proceeded to undertake a preliminary
review of the minor variance application and related
background documents in consultation with the
Township of North Glengarry’s Planner (Ms. Kasia
Olszewska). Based on a preliminary review of the
application and related documents The Haven Group
Inc agreed to proceed with undertaking a Planning
Rationale Opinion with regards the minor variance
application MV02-2020 (as amended) which is before
the Committee of Adjustment.

Mr. Franz Suter’s (the applicant) minor variance application (MV-02-2020) seeks a reduction in the zoning by-law
setback requirement between a proposed cement manure containment pit structure and the nearest Type A Land
Use being an existing residential dwelling located to west. The zoning by-law setback is calculated using the Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs’ (OMAFRA) Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II) formula and guidelines for
livestock facilities. For the purposes of this minor variance application a zoning by-law setback of 1262 ft has been
calculated using (MDS II) formulae and guidelines set out by OMAFRA. Mr. Suter seeks a reduction of this setback
requirement to 813 ft. The actual measurement from the edge of the cement manure storage pit to the nearest
Type A Land Use being the neighbouring dwelling unit located to the west as shown on Appendix 3 as 813.2 ft . For
the purposes of the minor variance application the Township has rounded down the proposed separation distance
to 813 ft.
With regards to the Minor Variance application MV02-2020 the following Planning Rationale Opinion has been
prepared by Mr. Tony Sroka (MPL, MCIP, RPP) of The Haven Group Inc on behalf of Mr. Franz Suter. Refer to
Appendix 1 for a review of Mr. Sroka’s Curriculum Vitae.
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1.1

BACKGROUND TO APPLICATION AND SITE PLANNING RATIONALE

Mr. Franz Suter (herein referred to as the “applicant”) is the current land owner and operator for the past 11 years
of the existing dairy farm located at 20905 County Road 21, Alexandria, ON (Concession 5, W Pt. Lot 27, former
Lochiel Township) herein referred to as the “subject property”.

The applicant’s dairy farm operation presently raises approximately 400 heifers in 3 pack-scrape buildings on the
farm. There is also an existing lagoon and covered solid manure storage.
It is the applicant’s intention to modernize the dairy operation of the farm operations through the construction of a
proposed free stall barn with an attached milking parlor wing and a liquid cement pit (approximately 220 ft diameter
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and 16 ft deep). Refer to Figure 1 and Appendix 2. The site planning rationale for the proposed location of the
cement manure storage pit is summarized as follows.

Site Planning Rationale
•

The applicant is proposing to build a new 304-stall free-stall barn with a rotary milking parlour and a liquid
cement manure pit in order to modernize the efficiency and operation of the dairy farm. The proposed
new barn will house 248 milking cows and the remaining stalls will be used for dry cows and a few close-up
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heifers. All young stock will be housed in the existing buildings. There are also several bedding pack pens
which will be used as hospital pens, calving pens, fresh cow pens and quarantine pens. None of these pens
will be used for permanent housing of cows. Refer to Appendix 2 for a site overview to the Suter’s farm
modernization plans.

•

The Suters will raise their milking cows and dry cows in the proposed free-stall barn. Manure and milkhouse wash water will be stored in the proposed new cement storage pit. Manure will be transferred to the
proposed pit via transfer pump. The new manure pit, identified in Appendix 1, will consist of a circular
cement storage pit tank 16 ft deep by 220 ft across which for efficiency manure transfer reasons will be
located in close proximity east of Barn #1 and the solid storage building. The exterior sides of this cement
structure will be mostly backfilled with earth and landscaped whereby only leaving only small portion of
the tank extending out of the ground. The top of the tank is open and will be covered and maintained with
and adequate layer of straw to mitigate odor potential resulting from the liquid and solid storage of manure
in the tank.

•

The option to locate the cement manure storage pit further north was not deemed viable as advised by
OMAFRA’s staff member Mr. Terrance Sauvé (Farmstead Optimization and Safety Engineering Specialist)
who has visited the applicant’s farm a number of times and discussed site planning consideration with the
applicant together with the Township’s Planner. Mr. Sauvé has concluded, in his letter to the applicant
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dated April 2nd 2020 (Refer to Appendix 6), that moving the liquid manure cement pit farther north toward
the back of the new dairy barn would not be an option because provincial regulations restricting manure
storage on or near (surface water) such as a creek. The McRae Drain passes through the applicant’s
property flowing west to east behind the proposed freestall barn and Milking Parlour location as discussed
with Mr. Sauvé from OMAFRA. Mr. Sauvé further advised that the location of the McRae Drain results in
site specific circumstance and imposes an environmental constraint which restricts the location of the
manure pit north of the proposed barn.

•

The applicant had assessed several options for the location of the cement manure pit with the advice of
DLS Structures Inc and Stonecrest Engineering who have prepared detailed engineering drawings for the
barns. The applicant determined in consultation with the MOE and OMAFRA that straw will be used as a
cap over the cement manure pit as this method was deemed to be the most affordable option, practical as
it uses accessible straw and is easy to work with. The straw cap can easily be maintained and managed to
address odour reduction. The straw cover cap topping over the proposed liquid dairy manure tank is a
common farming practice which assists in natural crust formation to reduce the potential for odor
emissions. The applicant in consultation with the MOE, OMAFRA and Raison Region Conservation Authority
will establish a wind break along a portion of the western property accordingly.

•

Heifers and calves will be raised in one of three pack-scrape barns. The scrape alley from Barn #1 will be
stored in the proposed cement pit. The location and design of the cement manure pit has been
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recommended as the most efficient and affordable opinion for the applicant to pursue to ensure the future
sustainability of the dairy farm.
•

The scrape alley from Barn #2 and Barn #3 will be stored in Lagoon #1. Barn #1, #2 and #3 as well as the
existing covered Solid Storage will provide more than enough storage for the solid manure. The Suters have
decided they will no longer use the Barn #2 Yard going forward.

•

The livestock cattle will be moved to the new proposed dairy barn, and the number of cattle will not
increase. Thus, the agricultural livestock use will not be intensified. The new dairy barn will include
advanced technology for milk production and improved cattle accommodation.

•

A 5-year Nutrient Management Plan (NMP) has been completed for the Suter’s dairy farm operation
reflective of the modernization plans and is on file with OMAFR and with the Township’s Planning
Department. The NMP Plan identifies 918 tillable acres in the Farm Unit of which 174 ac is rented and the
remaining is owned. All fields in the farm unit are tiled. The Suters are growing grain and silage corn,
soybeans, winter wheat and alfalfa in their cropping rotation. Manure is applied mainly in the fall on wheat
ground and fields going in to corn the following year as well as through the summer on hay ground.
Commercial fertilizer is applied to corn ground as well.

•

The applicant has undertaken considerable effort, expense and detail in the planning, assessment of design
options and preparation of plans and design drawings to support the modernization of their dairy
operations and facilities. Site plan and design drawings for the barn and manure storage pit areas have
been prepared by DLS Structure (Dairy Lane Systems) from London Ontario. They are the main consultants
and planners used for this project. Associated engineering drawings have also been prepared by Stonecrest
Engineering from Shakespeare, Ontario.

•

The Raisin Region Conservation Authority (RRCA) has been contacted with regards to the Suter’s Minor
Variance Application as property falls within this organization watershed management jurisdiction. The
Suters are working through RRCA to proceed with the planting of a minimum of 500 deciduous trees along
the western property line to form a shelter belt / wind break and landscape screening.

•

The location of the shelter belt / wind break which will also act as visual screening between the cement
manure storage pit and the nearest neighbours dwelling unit located to the west. The dimensions of the
proposed shelter belt / wind break will be approximately 50 ft wide by 400 ft long. The soil is a grenville
loam. The proposed shelter belt would be located at the top of a hill that runs east/west. The proposed
tree planting would be in addition to the existing tree line located along the western property boundary.
This existing tree line between the two properties is mainly composed of deciduous trees.
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•

The applicant has also offered members of the Committee of Adjustment and adjacent neighbours the
opportunity to visit their dairy farm to review the plans and site layout in advance of the Committee of
Adjustment Public Hearing.

1.2

SITE LOCATION AND CONTEXT

The subject property is located approximately 10 kms north of the Town of Alexandra surrounded by agricultural
farming, crop and grazing land. The farm includes approximately 85 acres of land configured over two long linear
parcels extending in a northwest direction from Lochiel Road. The topography on the property is generally flat. The
subject property is believed to have been used as a farm for over 50 years.
Access to the subject site is off County Road 21 (Lochiel Road). The existing dairy farm operation and facilities as
well as the applicant’s home residence are located in the middle of the property setback in excess of 1,800 ft from
Lochiel Road. The property is long and narrow extending north from County Road 21.
This property has been owned and operated by the Suter family as a dairy farm for the past 11 years. The majority
of the property has been cleared and is used for dairy and crop agricultural uses. The northern portion of the
property remains treed. The McRae Drain is located north of the existing farm buildings and the treed portion of
the property.
The neighbouring farmland located along the west side of the subject property is currently used for the grazing of
cattle, with limited crops. There is an existing single-family house on property. Our understanding through
discussions with the applicant is that this house is currently not owner-occupied and that this dwelling unit has been
used as a residential rental unit for a number of years. The single-family house appears to be currently occupied.
There is active cattle grazing occurring within in close proximity to the single-family dwelling.
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The applicant’s proposed cement manure storage pit would be located 813 ft (247.8 meters) northwest of the
neighbouring single-family dwelling unit. Refer to Appendix 3, which presents a survey sketch prepared by Ron M.
Jason Surveying Ltd dated December 13, 2019, on behalf of the applicant. A minor variance reduction is therefore
required from the zoning bylaw minimum distance separation setback requirement determine using the MDS II
formula.
The MDS II formula was used to calculate a minimum separation distance of 1262 ft between the proposed location
of the cement manure storage pit and Type A land use being the single-family dwelling unit. Refer to Appendix 4
which includes the MDS II calculation prepared by consultant Ms. Karen Davis of Crop Quest in accordance with the
OMAFRA “Minimum Distance Separation Formulae Inc.
The neighbouring farmland along the east side of the subject property includes a single-family residential dwelling
unit (Type A Land Use) which is owner occupied. This residential dwelling unit is located 1310.6 ft (399.5 meters)
from the proposed cement manure storage pit and therefore is not subject to a minor variance as it does not fall
within the MDS ll calculated setback. A minor variance is not required in this case. Refer to Appendix 3 which
presents a survey sketch prepared by Ron M. Jason Surveying Ltd, dated December 13, 2019, on behalf of the
applicant showing the separation distances from the two closest Type A Land Uses.
The applicant proposes to use a straw topping cap to cover the top of the exposed cement manure pit as a means
to mitigate odour. Various studies referred to The Haven Group Inc by the OMAFRA dealing with the effectiveness
of various manure pit covers conclude that straw covers can be an effective solution to address adverse odour from
manure pits.1 The degree of odour control is not affected by the type of straw but rather by the ability of straw to
float on the surface. Odour reduction resulting from straw was generally noted to vary from between 90% for a new
or refresh thick application of straw to 40% reduction or less depending on straw thickness, uniformity of coverage
and length of time straw has been in place over the manure pit as well as time of year. Offset modelling generally
uses a 50% reduction over the average life of the straw cover.2 OMAFRA and MOE representatives who have visited
the Suter Farm site have both concluded that straw coverage of the proposed cement manure pit is an effective and
reasonable solution. Both government agency representatives commented independently that much stronger
odour impact on adjacent properties occurs as a result of spreading manure on open fields.
The surrounding lands are zoned General Agricultural (AG) to the north, east and west, and General Industrial (MG)
as well as Restricted Agricultural (AR) to the south as identified in the Township of North Glengarry’s zoning by-law
(By-law 39-2000). The subject manure storage pit is located on lands zoned General Agricultural (AG).

1.2.1 PREVAILING WINDS
The direction of any odour impact resulting from the location of the applicant’s proposed location cement manure
storage pit will be affected by the direction and strength of prevailing wind weather patterns.
Data available through WeatherSpark a recognized source for weather data around the world provides local weather
analysis from a variety of data sources for various weather station locations.3 A review of local wind weather data
for the several weather stations located in eastern Ontario available through WeatherSpark.com identified the
1

Liquid Manure Storage Covers, Sandy English and Ron Fleming, University of Guelph, University of Guelph, 2006
“Covers for Manure Storage Units”, Richard Nicolai and Steve Phol, South Dakota State University; and David Schmidt, University
of Minnesota, Livestock Development in South Dakota, Environment and Health FS925-D
2
3

Refer to https://weatherspark.com
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following observations for Casselman Ontario. Casselman Ontario is located approximately 47 kilometres due west
of the Suter’s farm. The weather in Casselman is believed to be representative of the typical average annual weather
that is experienced on the Suter’s farm and adjacent properties due to similar topographic features and distance
away from the micro-climatic impact the Ottawa and St Lawrence River areas have.
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Weather data patterns analyzed by WeatherSpark addressing both wind speed and wind direction for Casselman,
Ontario identified the following observations:

•

“The average hourly wind speed in Casselman experiences significant seasonal variation over the course of
the year. The windier part of the year lasts for 4.5 months, from December 7 to April 23, with average wind
speeds of more than 5.7 miles per hour. The windiest day of the year is February 19, with an average hourly
wind speed of 7.6 miles per hour. The calmer time of year lasts for 7.5 months, from April 23 to December
7. The calmest day of the year is July 30, with an average hourly wind speed of 3.8 miles per hour.

•

The predominant average hourly wind direction in Casselman varies throughout the year. The wind is most
often from the south for 1.9 weeks, from September 8 to September 21, with a peak percentage of 34% on
September 17. The wind is most often from the west (blowing in an eastern direction) for 12 months, from
September 21 to September 8, with a peak percentage of 43% on January 1.”

Appendix 7 provides average annual wind speed and wind direction data available from WeatherSpark for weather
station reference sites located in Casselman, Hawkesbury, Cornwall, Ontario and Saint-Polycarpe, Quebec.
Planning Rationale Opinion: The closest Type A Land Use being the neighbouring dwelling unit is located to the
southeast of the location of the Suter’s proposed cement manure pit. Regarding the requested minor variance, the
observed average annual wind speed and corresponding wind direction patterns conclude that odour resulting from
the location of the cement manure pit will be minimized as the prevailing winds are from the west and the windier
part of the year lasts on average 4.5 months of the year from December through April.

1.3

PLANNING POLICIES AND LAND USE DESIGNATION

1.3.2 PROVINCIAL POLICY STATEMENT (PPS)
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) is a consolidated statement of the province’s policies on land use planning.
The PPS is issued under section 3 of the Planning Act and according to this Act all decisions affecting planning
matters shall be consistent with the PPS.
Prior to May 1, 2020 the effective Provincial Policy Statement is referred to as PPS 2014. A new Provincial Policy
Statement referred to as PPS 2020 has been issued by the Province of Ontario under section 3 of the Planning Act
and comes into effective May 1, 2020. The new PPS 2020 replaces PPS 2014. The subject minor variance application
was assessed for consistency with the both the PPS 2014 and the new PPS 2020. Refer to Appendix 8 for a summary
of our policy review of the two documents.
Planning Rationale Opinion: The subject minor variance application including the recommended conditions of
approval are consistent with relevant policies identified in the PPS 2014 and the PPS 2020 as they do not restrict an
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application to the Committee of Adjustment for the purposes of seeking relief from the MDS II calculated separation
setback.

1.3.2 OFFICIAL PLAN POLICIES
For planning purposes, the “United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Official Plan” adopted July 17, 2017,
and as amended, is the upper tier Plan with detailed polices reflective of provincial, county and local interests. The
Township of Glengarry refers to this upper tier Official Plan as it does not have it own local official plan.
Applicable Official Plan Policies:
With regards to the subject minor variance application the following Official Plan policies were reviewed and are
deemed relevant to the Committee of Adjustments consideration of the application:
Official Plan Policy: 3.5.1.4 Measures for Landscaping, Buffering, Screening and Land Use Compatibility
“This Plan promotes land use compatibility and encourages compatible land uses adjacent to each other.
Where this is not possible or where development involves the expansion of existing adjacent incompatible
uses, landscaping, buffering and screening techniques should be used to mitigate adverse effects, noise,
visual impacts and conflicts between land uses and may also be used to improve aesthetics or to enhance
the quality of development in urban or rural areas. Landscaping, buffering, screening or attenuation
measures may include setbacks, berms, fencing, vegetation, natural land forms or a combination of these
measures.“
Planning Rationale Opinion: The applicant has agreed to provide an earth berm around the cement manure tank
to screen the structure and well as plant trees along the western property line to screen the visual impact and
provide and eventual wind break as an attenuation measure to mitigate adverse impacts.
Official Plan Policy: 3.5.1.5.1 Minimum Distance Separation Formulae
“The Minimum Distance Separation Formulae (MDS) I and II as established by the Province (as amended)
shall be applied to reduce incompatibility concerns about odour from livestock facilities, manure storage
facilities, and/or non-farm uses (see Section 4.3.5 - Waste Management Systems)…”
“A Committee of Adjustment, formed under Section 44 of the Planning Act, may grant minor variances to
the MDS I and II based on site specific circumstances and local conditions including: consideration of natural
features, natural hazards and man-made hazards, prevailing winds, farm operations, existing buildings and
structures, adequate buffering; any combination of which warrant a reduction in the required MDS setback;
and for circumstances that mitigate environmental or public health and safety impacts.”
Planning Rationale Opinion: The applicant has applied the Minimum Distance Separation Formulae (MDS II) in
accordance with Official Plan Policy 3.5.1.5.1 to identify the calculated separation setback of 1262 ft between the
proposed cement manure storage structure and the nearest Type A Land Use being a neighbouring dwelling unit
located to the west. As provided for in Official Plan Policy 3.5.1.5.1 the applicant is seeking through the Committee
of Adjustment the approval of a minor variance to reduce the calculated MSD II separation setback distance to 813
ft. due to site specific circumstances resulting from future farm operation requirements and modernization, planned
layout location of existing buildings and planned new structures as determine by the applicant’s engineering firm
which has produced comprehensive and detailed design construction plans for building permit purposes.
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As per the policy direction in Official Plan Policy 3.5.1.5.1 the Committee of Adjustment may grant minor variance
to the MDS II calculated setback due to site specific circumstances. The average annual prevailing winds are
confirmed through the analysis presented in Appendix 7 to be blowing in an eastern direction from the west. the
The proposed cement manure storage pit is located to the east of the nearest Type A Land Use. Prevailing local wind
patterns will help mitigate odour impact on the adjacent property to the west. The applicant has also agreed to
provide landscape screening, tree planting along the western property line and an earth berm around the cement
manure storage pit to further mitigate and screen the visual impact of the manure storage structure. In this regard
the applicant’s minor variance application complies with Official Plan Policy 3.5.1.5.1.
Official Plan Land Use Designation: “Agricultural Resource Lands”
Land Use Schedule A5 of the Official Plan designates the Suter Farm and adjacent neighbouring farms to
the west and east as “Agricultural Resource Lands”. Policies related to this designation are sited in Section
5.3 of the Official Plan. Relevant policies to the minor variance application include:
Official Plan Policies: 5.3 AGRICULTURAL RESOURCE LANDS
5.3.1 Determination of Prime agricultural area
“The Agricultural Resource Lands shown on the Land Use Schedules of this Plan were identified as prime
agricultural area by the Land Evaluation and Area Review Committee. These lands were further evaluated
in the 2016 Agricultural Resource Lands Review. This most recent evaluation was not a comprehensive
Land Evaluation and Area Review in conjunction with Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs but served to refine the agricultural resource lands which were previously identified. Agricultural
Resource lands generally include lands which are Class 1-3 in the Canada Land Inventory for agricultural
capability, specialty crop land, and lands used for, or related to, agricultural productivity….. “
Planning Rationale Opinion: Within lands designated “Agricultural Resource Lands” the Official Plan are generally
intended to support Agricultural Uses, Agriculture-related uses and On-farm Diversified Uses as well as Mineral
Aggregate Operation, and Natural Heritage Features. The minor variance complies with the intent of the Official
Plan. The subject minor variance application is required by the Suters to proceed with the required building permit
approvals to proceed with their modernization plans for the dairy farm operation.

1.4

ZONING PROVISIONS

The Township of North Glengarry Zoning By-law is referred to as By-law No. 39-2000 as amended was reviewed as
it relates to the subject minor variance application.
The Suter dairy farm is deemed an Intensive Livestock Operation by the Township of Glengarry. The following zoning
by-law provisions apply to the minor variance application.
Zoning designation: General Agricultural (AG) and Restricted Agricultural (AR) (entire property)
The lands included in the minor variance application are zoned “General Agriculture (AG). Intensive Livestock
Operations are a permitted use on lands zoned “General Agriculture (AG) as per Section 11.2 of the Zoning By-law.
Zoning By-law Section: 3.12 Intensive Livestock Operations (extract)
(a) General
“Notwithstanding any provisions of this By-law to the contrary, the establishment of a new intensive
Livestock Operation in a General Agricultural (AG) Zone and / or the expansion of an existing intensive
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Livestock Operation in an Restricted Agriculture (AR) Zone or in a General Agriculture (AG) Zone, may
be permitted subject to the following:
(i)
(ii)

That the operation, including the manure storage and livestock facilities shall conform with
the Minimum Distance Separation II (MDS II); and
That the said facilities are constructed in accordance with an approved Nutrient Management
Plan as submitted to the Municipality. “

(b) Nutrient Management Plan
“No Livestock operation or manure storage pit shall be established or enlarged until a Nutrient
Management Plan is complete to the satisfaction of the Municipality.”
Planning Rationale Opinion: The subject minor variance application complies with the above provision. For the
purposes of this application the MDS II separation calculation was completed. A Nutrient Management Plan has
been submitted to the Municipality to support the above noted zoning by-law requirement.
The applicant has exercised an application to the Committee of Adjustment to seek relief from the MDS II calculated
zoning by-law setback under the provisions set out in the Planning Act, Official Plan, and Minimum Distance
Separation (MDS) Document Formulae and Guidelines allowing for consideration of a minor variance to the MDS (II)
calculated formula.
Zoning By-law Section: 11.3

Additional Provisions for Agricultural Zones

(c) Farm Building and Manure Storage Location:
Farm Building and Manure Storage Location:
“No building or structure which is used to house animals or fowl, no feed lot area and no manure
storage area shall be permitted within a minimum distance separation as determined by the MDS II
formula.”
Planning Rationale Opinion: The Zoning By-law does not restrict the Committee of Adjustment from considering a
minor variance to the MDS II separation calculation. The applicant has applied for a minor variance to the Committee
of Adjustment to reduce the MDS II formula setback calculation under the provisions set out in the Planning Act for
minor variance applications. Provisions to vary a calculated set back determined by the MDS II formula through
consideration of a minor variance application are further identified in the Official Plan. The Official Plan provides
policy direction regarding the interpretation of zoning by-law provisions. The Minimum Distance Separation (MDS)
Document Formulae and Guidelines allow for consideration of a minor variance to the MDS (II) calculated formula.

1.5

PLANNING ACT

The Committee of Adjustment is authorized to consider Applications for Minor Variances from a Zoning By-law under
Section 45 of the Planning Act.
The Minor Variance application was necessitated by site specific circumstances regarding the proposed location of
a new cement manure storage pit. This location was determined through the advice and assistance of the applicant’s
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engineers DLS Structure (Dairy Lane Systems) from London Ontario and Stonecrest Engineering from Shakespeare
Ontario who were retained by the applicant. Additional input was provided to the applicant from MOE and OMAFRA
in the determination of where this storage pit should be located. The resulting location of the cement manure
storage pit is 813 ft from the nearest Type A Land Use being a neighbouring single-family residence located on the
adjacent property to the west. The Township’s Zoning By-law setback requirement between the proposed pit and
the nearest Type A Land Use is 1262 ft as determine by the Minimum Distance Separation (MSD II) calculation. The
applicant therefore requires Committee of Adjustment approval for a minor variance for relief from the calculated
zoning by-law setback requirement.
The Committee is authorized to grant a minor variance where all of the following criteria, commonly referred to as
the “four tests,” are met:
•
•
•
•

The variance is desirable for the appropriate development or use of the property;
The general intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law is maintained;
The general intent and purpose of the Official Plan is maintained; and
The variance is deemed minor;

Section 2 of this Planning Rational Opinion assesses the subject minor variance application with regard to each of
these “four tests”.

1.6

MINIMUM DISTANCE SEPARATION (MDS II) TYPE II GUIDELINES

The determination of the zoning bylaw setback between the proposed cement manure storage pit and the nearest
Type A Land Use being the residential dwelling unit located to the west is calculated using the MDS II Formula and
associated guidelines.4
Guidelines for implementing the MDS are currently identified in OMAFRA’s Publication 853 titled “The Minimum
Distance Separation (MDS) Document Formulae and Guidelines for Livestock and Anaerobic Digester Odour
Setbacks”. With regards to the subject minor variance application MDS guideline #42 and #43 are relevant when
considering relief from the zoning by-law setback requirement determine by the MDS II formula calculation.

Guideline #42. Non-Effect of Wind Direction, etc. on MDS Setbacks
“The direction of prevailing wind, surrounding topography, and presence of trees, berms or
other screening are not part of, and are not intended to affect, the calculation of MDS setbacks.
However, these or other similar elements could be considered in applications to vary or
reduce MDS setbacks, where appropriate, and in accordance with Implementation Guideline
#43. “

Guideline #43. Reducing MDS Setbacks
MDS II setbacks should not be reduced except in limited site-specific circumstances that meet
the intent of this MDS Document. Examples include circumstances that mitigate
environmental or public health and safety impacts or avoid natural or human-made hazards.

4

The Minimum Distance Separation (MDS) Document, Formulae and Guidelines for Livestock Facility and Anaerobic Digester
Odour Setbacks., Publication 853, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Province of Ontario, Queens Printer
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If deemed appropriate by a municipality, the process by which a reduction to MDS II may be
considered would typically be through a minor variance to the local zoning by-law
provisions. To a lesser extent a site-specific zoning by-law amendment may also be
appropriate.
Planning Rational Opinion: MDS Guideline 42 supports the consideration of prevailing wind, topography and
presence of trees, berms or other screening measures by the Committee of Adjustment with regards to MV02-2020.

1.7

REQUESTED MINOR VARIANCE MV02-002

Nature of relief applied for by the applicant requires the applicant to apply to the Committee of Adjustment for a
minor variance from the MDS II setback provisions in the Township of North Glengarry’s Zoning By-law (By-law 392000):
To reduce the required setback distances from the Minimum Distance Separation Document (MDS II)
calculations for the proposed manure storage pit from the required MDS II calculation of 1262 separation
distance to the proposed 813 ft separation distance to the nearest Type A Land Use being the nearest
neighbouring dwelling unit located to the west.
The MDS II setback calculation of 1262 ft referred to in the requested minor variance was prepared by Ms. Karen
Davis, of Crop Quest Inc. (dated April 04, 2020) is presented in Appendix 4 of this report.
The Planning Department for the Township of North Glengarry supports the approval of the minor variance
application subject to recommended conditions which have been review and agreed to by the applicant.

1.7.1 PLANNING DEPARTMENT – RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL MV-02-2020
The Planning Department for the Township of North Glengarry in its review of the application has recommended
that the Committee of Adjustment approve Minor Variance application MV-02-2020 as amended subject to the
following draft conditions dated (April 22, 2020):
The applicant will be required to mitigate the odour originating from the proposed manure storage by:
1.

“Establishing or re-establishing the straw cover after emptying and land applying the liquid manure from
the cement manure storage pit.

2.

In addition to the first condition, the applicant will be required to maintain the straw cover after disruptive
weather events, such as storms.

3.

The applicant shall adhere to the Farming and Food Production Protection Act (FFPPA), regarding nuisance
complaints.

4.

The applicant will be required to create a tree buffer along the West lot line, by closely following the
guidance and recommendations of the Raisin Region Conservation Authority.”
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Planning Rationale Opinion:
We have reviewed the above noted conditions with the Township Planner on behalf of the applicant. It is my
opinion that the proposed conditions of approval as referenced above, are reasonable mitigation measures in
support of the approval of the minor variance application MV02-2020.
•

OMAFRA is knowledgeable on the science and effectiveness associated with straw cover capping practices
with regards to mitigating odour associated with the manure pit proposed on Suter’s dairy farm.
Representatives from OMAFRA have visited the subject site to advise the applicant with an understanding
of the Suter’s dairy farm site layout, operational requirements and construction plans. OMAFRA has
commented and supports the straw cover option regarding the subject Minor Variance application as a
reasonable means to mitigate the impact of adverse odour when maintained properly. Based on my review
of the background information and in consultation with OMAFRA it is my opinion that Conditions No. 1 and
2 above are appropriate to support the subject minor variance approval.

•

With regards to Condition No. 3 above OMAFRA and the Normal Farm Practices Protection Board (NFPPB)
through the administration of the Farming and Food Production Act (FFPPA) constitute the governance
mechanism for addressing and handling of nuisance complaints. Nuisance complaints as identified within
the act include disturbances resulting in odour, noise, dust, flies, smoke, light and vibration resulting from
abnormal farm practices. It is my opinion there this complaint procedure provides the proper mechanism
to ensure the “normal farm practices” exists to address such disturbances should these types of
disturbances be deemed to affect neighbouring properties.

•

Regarding Condition No. 4 above meetings have been held with the applicant, Township Planning
Department, MOE and OMAFRA to address the minor variance application and the location of the barns
and cement manure storage pit on the subject property. The applicant has been in discussion with the
Raison Region Conservation Authority and Township Planning staff regarding condition No. 4. The applicant
is in general agreement with the above will proceed with the establishment of the proposed tree buffer and
wind screen accordingly.
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2. MINOR VARIANCE TESTS
TEST 1: MAINTAIN THE INTENT AND PURPOSE OF THE OFFICIAL PLAN
•

The purpose of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Official as stated within this document
is to set out goals and objectives for development in the County for the next 20 years (2017-2037) including
regard for the social, economic, and natural environment of the County. This Plan establishes a policy-driven
framework for land use planning for the County and its six municipalities. The Plan accentuates the best
attributes and amenities of the County, fosters a progressive approach to community and economic
development within an environmentally friendly context, provides for the wise use of renewable and nonrenewable resources, and streamlines the planning approvals process.

•

The subject lands are designated within the Official Plan as Agricultural Resource Lands as identified in Official
Plan Land Use Schedule for North Glengarry. The intent of the Agricultural Resource Lands designation is to
preserve prime agricultural land and agricultural uses. The modernization plans for the Suter farm including the
location and construction of the manure storage pit for the dairy farm will assist in improving the efficiency and
sustainability of the dairy farm operation.
o

Official Plan Policy: 3.5.1.5.1 Minimum Distance Separation Formulae states:
“The Minimum Distance Separation Formulae (MDS) I and II as established by the Province (as
amended) shall be applied to reduce incompatibility concerns about odour from livestock facilities,
manure storage facilities, and/or non-farm uses (see Section 4.3.5 - Waste Management
Systems)…………………………………”
“A Committee of Adjustment, formed under Section 44 of the Planning Act, may grant minor
variances to the MDS I and II based on site specific circumstances and local conditions including:
consideration of natural features, natural hazards and man-made hazards, prevailing winds, farm
operations, existing buildings and structures, adequate buffering; any combination of which
warrant a reduction in the required MDS setback; and for circumstances that mitigate
environmental or public health and safety impacts.”

The applicant has applied for the subject minor to allow for the location and construction of a contained
cement manure pit structure as part of the owner’s farm modernization plans. Section 3.5.1.5.1 of the
Official Plan as quoted above provides guidance and criteria to the Committee of Adjustment regarding the
granting of minor variances to the MDS II calculations based on site specific circumstances and local
conditions. The subject minor application complies with this guidance and criteria as the applicant has
demonstrated through this planning rationale opinion report the site-specific circumstance and local
conditions the support the proposed location of the manure storage pit. The applicant has demonstrated
consideration of natural hazards, prevailing winds, future farm operations requirements and the location
of existing and future buildings and structures all supporting the Committee of Adjustment’s decision on
the subject minor variance.

Test 1: Planning Rationale Opinion
•

In this regard approval of the applicant’s requested reduction in the MDS II formula setback calculation
between the cement manure pit and nearest Type A Land Use meets the requirements of Test 1 for the
minor variance as set out in the Planning Act.
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2.2

TEST 2: MAINTAIN THE INTENT AND PURPOSE OF THE ZONING BY-LAW

The purpose of the Township of North Glengarry’s Zoning Bylaw (Bylaw 39-2020)
“Being a By-law for prohibiting the use of land for or except for such purposes as may be set out in this Bylaw and for prohibiting the erection or use of buildings or structures for or except for such purposes as may
be set out in the By-law within the said lands, and for regulating the character and use of the said buildings
or structures”
The minor variance application involving the proposed location of the cement manure storage pit is located on lands
zoned within the Township of North Glengarry (Zoning) By-law 39-2000 as General Agriculture (AG). The intent
of lands zoned General Agriculture (AG) is to support agricultural related uses in compliance with the policy direction
sited within the Official Plan and PPS.
Intensive Livestock Operations are a permitted use on lands zoned “General Agriculture (AG) as per Section 11.2 of
the Zoning By-law. The Suter dairy farm is interpreted as an Intensive Livestock Operation. The minor variance is
required to permit the proposed location of the cement manure storage pit. In this regard the minor variance
maintains the intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law.
Notwithstanding sections 3.12 and 11.3 for the Zoning Bylaw which requires development to conform to the MDS
setback calculation, the Planning Act allows municipalities to establish Committee of Adjustments and provide for
the consideration of minor variances including reductions to the MDS calculation. The PPS and Official Plan provide
policy direction regarding reduction to the MDS calculation. The MDS guidelines No 42 and 43 provide direction for
the Committee of Adjustment to consider variances to the MDS calculated separation setback. Based on this
understanding the intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law are maintained.

Test 2: Planning Rationale Opinion
•

Approval of the applicant’s requested reduction in the MDS II formula setback calculation between the
cement manure pit and nearest Type A Land Use meets the requirements of Test 2 for the minor variance
as set out in the Planning Act. The subject minor variance maintains the intent and purpose of the Zoning
By-law.
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2.3

TEST 3: DESIRABLE FOR APPROPRIATE AND ORDERLY DEVELOPMENT OR USE OF LAND

The key question with respect to the requested minor variance relief requested in the subject application MV022020 is whether the proposed location of the cement manure pit storage can be considered as appropriate and
orderly use of the land. The Provincial Policy Statements PPS 2014 and PPS 2020, Official Plan, Zoning By-law all
provide direction for maintaining and provisions for increasing the agriculture use (dairy farm) and associated
operation of the subject property.
It has been determined by OMAFRA that moving the liquid manure storage to the back of the proposed new dairy
barn would not be an option because the cement manure pit would be located too close to or on top of the creek
(surface water) passing behind the new barn. The site-specific circumstances, as discussed in Section 1 of this report
constitutes sufficient planning rationale for the Township of Glengarry to invoke MDS Guideline #43 which states:
•

•

“MDS II setbacks should not be reduced except in limited site-specific circumstances that meet the intent
of this MDS Document. Examples include circumstances that mitigate environmental or public health and
safety impacts or avoid natural or human-made hazards. If deemed appropriate by a municipality, the
process by which a reduction to MDS II may be considered would typically be through a minor variance to
the local zoning by-law provisions. To a lesser extent a site-specific zoning by-law amendment may also be
appropriate.”
MDS Guideline 42 identifies additional factors that can be considered by the Committee of Adjustment
when considering a reduction to vary the MDS II setback. These factors include the following. The westerly
direction of prevailing winds, use of straw cap over the top of the manure pit, surrounding topographic
features, presence of existing trees along the western property boundary, in addition to the establishment
of an additional treed windscreen area along the identified portion of the western property boundary, have
been assessed and are deemed appropriate for the orderly development and use of the land.

Test 3: Planning Rationale Opinion:
•

The location of the cement manure storage pit in deemed desirable given the site-specific circumstance
noted and would constitute the orderly development and use of the land for dairy farm agricultural uses.
The additional draft conditions of approval identified by the Township of North Glengarry’s planner will
assist in mitigating the adverse effect of the odour resulting from the location of the cement manure storage
pit. Wind direction, topographic site features, straw capping over pit, establishment of additional wind
screening, and farm management practices governed by OMAFRA’s and the “Normal Farm Practices
Protection Board” are deemed appropriate for the orderly development and use of the land. In this regard
approval of the applicant’s requested reduction in the MDS II formula setback calculation between the
cement manure pit and nearest Type A Land Use meets the requirements of Test 3 for the minor variance
as set out in the Planning Act.
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2.4

TEST 4: IS THE VARIANCE MINOR IN NATURE

The applicant has applied for a reduction in the calculated separation setback from 1262 ft (384.7 meters) calculated
using the MDS II formula to the proposed 813 ft (247.5 meters) to the nearest Type A Land Use (West neighbouring
dwellings).
The test to be applied for determining whether a variance is minor in nature relates to the necessity and desirability
of the variance. The previous Ontario Municipal Board (OMB), which has been replaced by the Local Planning Appeal
Tribunal, in determining the nature of minor made clear that the assessment as to whether or not the variance is
minor or not must be made beyond a mathematical analysis. The assessment guideline from the OMB stated the
following:
“The Board must look beyond a purely mathematical analysis of the situation and must review each
application on its own on its own merit." The Board must look at the relationship of the house to its own lot
and how the variance to the by-law, if granted, would impact on the immediate neighbours and the
character of the area.”
Given this definition, the test to be applied for the assessment of the identified variances being minor in nature must
consider the variance together and the overall impact on the relationship to the lot, the immediate neighbours and
the character of the area.
Geometric Lot Configuration Relationship: Within this context, the Suter’s Dairy farm property is long and linear
and similar in shape to adjacent neighbour farm properties to the east and west. The original settlement of these
lots resulted in farm residences and barns developed in the middle of the properties setback from the county road.
This form of settlement pattern limits the future expansion of farm operations and related farming buildings where
wide setback requirements between adjacent Type A Land Use dwelling units are deemed necessary for minimum
distance separation reasons.
Character of the Area: The Suter’s dairy farm is located in “farming country” which has been designated in the
Official Plan and Zoning By-law for agricultural uses. The viability of farms located on these types of lots and the
protection of productive agriculture farms such as the Suter dairy farm in terms of the ability to modernization and
reconfigure buildings and farming practices to best meet the sustainability requirements will be severely restricted
without consideration of relief from the MDS II separation calculation. The overall sustainability of the agricultural
land use designation of these properties will be compromised. Relief through the Committee of Adjustment is
therefore requested by the applicant to ensure consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement PPS and Official
Plan.
Impact on Immediate Neighbours: The applicant has undertaken comprehensive engineering planning and preconsultation in consideration for the farm’s future dairy farm requirements and impact on immediate neighbours.
Mitigation measures to reduce adverse odour including consideration of the location of the proposed cement
manure pit to adjacent neighbours has been addressed through planned landscaped berms around the cement
manure storage pit, planting of trees to establish a wind screen buffer as well as the use of straw to cover the top
of the cement pit. These measures together with the existing prevailing western wind pattern blowing to the east
reduces the impact on the nearest residential neighbour.
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Test 4: Planning Rationale Opinion
•

In this regard approval of the applicant’s requested reduction in the MDS II formula setback calculation
between the cement manure pit and nearest Type A Land Use meets the requirements of Test 4 for the
minor variance as set out in the Planning Act. It is my opinion based on the above planning rationalization
the requested variance should be deemed minor in nature as the requested relief is necessary and desirable
within the site-specific circumstances.

3.0 CONCLUDING PLANNING RATIONALE OPINION
Based on the assessment of the information presented within this report the minor variance meets all fours tests as
set by Section 45 of the Planning Act.
The requested variance to reduce the required setback distance from the Minimum Distance Separation (MDS II)
Document formula calculation for the proposed manure storage pit from 1262 to the proposed 813 ft setback from
the nearest Type A Land Use being the west neighbours dwelling maintains the intent and purpose of the Official
Plan and Zoning By-law.
Approval of the minor variance is desirable and appropriate for the orderly development of the subject property
according to the planned modernization and development plans undertaken by the owner to enhance the long-term
sustainability of the dairy farm operation within this agricultural district of North Glengarry.
Finally, the variance requested is deemed to be minor in nature due to the site-specific circumstances associated
with the long term planned function of the farm on agricultural designated land, lot configuration, site planning
limitations, policy direction sited within the PPS and Official Plan. The MDS document guideline (No. 42 and No. 43)
recognize the need to provide for reductions to the MDS calculated setback accordingly. The proposed mitigation
measures including the applicant’s agreement to establish landscape screening and a treed windbreak along the
identified portion of the western property boundary side yard, as well as the proposed management of adverse
odour impact through the use and maintenance of straw coverage over the cement manure pit will reduce the
impact on the nearest Type A Land Use being the neighbouring dwelling unit to the west. The prevailing wind
patterns and direction originating primarily from the west and blowing east will further reduce the impact on this
adjacent property.

It is our concluding recommendation based on the findings expressed within this Planning Rationale
Opinion Report that the Committee of Adjustment grant the requested minor variance.
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APPENDIX 1 HAVEN GROUP PROFILE AND T SROKA PROFESSIONAL PLANNER CV
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PROFILE
The Haven Group Inc. is a professional planning and development consulting firm located in
Ottawa, Ontario Canada. Our dynamic multi-disciplinary teaming approach offers innovative
urban, rural and regional planning services to meet your strategic development requirements.
The firm has been operating for over ten years. Our lead consultant and associates offer over 30
years of professional decision support experience.
SERVICES PROVIDED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Community Plans, Strategies and Visioning
Master plans, Site plans, and Land Use Plans, Urban Design Support
Site Assessment Studies, Development Potential Analysis
Campus Development / Redevelopment Plans / Land Use Planning
Review and interpretation of Municipal Plans, by-laws and various Approvals
Site Selection, Planning and Development Approval Support,
Planning Opinion Review / Peer Review
Project Management (PMI) best practices
Urban and Campus Infrastructure Support Studies
Feasibility Studies / Land Use Analysis / GAP Analysis / Concept Planning
Stakeholder Engagement / Focus Groups / Public Outreach / Public Engagement
Highest and Best Use Studies
Opportunity and Constraint Studies / Development Potential Analysis
Socio Economic / Demographic Analysis / Forecasting
Market Analysis and Program Review and Evaluation
Real Property Disposal, Acquisition, and Land Use Analysis
Strategic Plans, Needs Assessment, Program Evaluation and Review
Environmental Scanning, SWOT Analysis, Business Case Analysis

CLIENT DELIVERY BASE
The Haven Group Inc has worked on over a hundred planning, development and strategic land
use planning projects across the Country. Clients have included both public and private sector
interests including federal, provincial, and municipal clients as well as corporate, agency,
community and individual interests.
Recent projects included consulting assignments for an array of private clients, City of Kingston,
Parks Canada, Public Service Procurement Canada, Canada Lands Company, Parliamentary
Precinct Branch, Auditor General of Canada, Canadian Forces Housing Agency, the Department
of National Defense, the City of Ottawa as well as various municipalities, private sector
development firms and private interest group
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TONY SROKA, MPL, MCIP, RPP
URBAN – REGIONAL - MASTER PLANNING - DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Sustainable

Urban

Regional

Campus Planning

●Senior Director ● Principal Planner ● Project Manager

CAREER
Haven Group Inc, Director / Principal
Planner, Urban / Regional Master
Planning (2019 to present)
CIMA+, former Managing Partner and
Director – Principal Planner Planning
Department - (2010 - 2019)
Haven Group Inc, Director / Principal
Planner, Urban / Regional Planning
(1998 to 2010)
Corporate Research Group, Director
– Principal Planner, Sustainable
Communities Division (2003 to 2007)
City of Ottawa, Principal Planner,
Dept. of Planning and Development
(1986 to 1998)
Calgary Regional Planning
Commission, Urban / Regional
Planner (1981 to 1986)
Ministry of Transportation and
Communications, Land Use Planner
(1980 to 1981)

EDUCATION
Master's Degree, Urban and Regional
Planning, Queen’s University, 1980
Masters of Business Administration
Pgm, University of Ottawa, 1990-93
Bachelor of Arts Degree, Urban
Master ofGeography,
Urban / Regional
Regional
CarletonPlanning
Registered
Professional Planner
University,
1977

Member Canadian Institute of Planners

Member
Ontario Institute of Planners

CURRICULUM VITAE
Tony Sroka is a principal planner and director within The Haven Group Inc., an
Ottawa based land use planning consulting firm located in the Ottawa-Gatineau
National Capital Region. Mr. Sroka has over 35 years of profession planning
experience. He specializes in urban and regional land use planning, land
development and campus master planning.
Mr. Sroka works with multidisciplinary teams of professionals including project
managers, planners, landscape architects, urban designers, engineers, and other
environmental planning specialists. Project work involves the review, assessment
and analysis of client requirements, land use planning due diligence and
development considerations, identification of optimal (highest best use) land use
solutions and strategic urban / regional design and development approvals advice.
He has extensive experience in land development, visioning, campus master
planning, implementation strategies and associated land development regulations
and approvals. His expertise includes stakeholder co-ordination, facilitation and
consultation, formulation and delivery of integrated design solutions and alternative
development concepts and plans. He has managed numerous complex planning,
urban design and public/private realm portfolio projects, studies and assignments.
On numerous occasions, he has been retained to provide and use planning services
and expert opinion to Municipal Planning Boards, LPAT (former Ontario
Municipal Board (OMB)) and other private and public agencies and tribunals. He
has been formerly appointed by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities as a Peer
Reviewer working on the administration of sustainable development project
funding through the Green Municipal Fund. He is a full member of the Canadian
Institute of Planners (MCIP) as well as being certified Registered Professional
Planner (RPP designation) and member with the Ontario Professional Planners
Institute (OPPI).
He is a former appointed member of City of Ottawa Committee of Adjustment, the
past chairman of the Canadian Institute of Planners National Initiatives Advisory
Committee, past chairman of the Ottawa EnviroCentre, member of the Ottawa
Centre Eco District, and Ottawa Chamber of Commerce Environment Committee.
Mr. Sroka is the past recipient of awards of recognition from the Canadian Institute
of Planners, Ontario Professional Planners Institute, Project Management Institute

and the Canadian Urban Institute for his contribution to planning.

RELEVANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Selected Land Use Planning Service Experience:
•

Canada Lands Company, Planning and Public Consultation Services – 299 Carling Avenue - Master Site
Plan, Urban Design and Zoning Amendment Rationale, CLC / AOO: Project Principal Planner and Team
Leader over multi disciplinary design team and project managed the development of a master site development
plan for CLC in partnership with Algonquin’s of Ontario (AOO). The Master Site Development plan includes the
development of a vision, design principals, existing conditions assessment and alternative development options,
through to refinement of preferred plan. Extensive stakeholder engagement and public outreach consultation was
undertaken. Work also includes submission and approval of associated Zoning and Official Plan amendments as
deem necessary to support proposed TOD oriented master site plan. Client: CLC / AOO, 2017

•

Parks Canada - Lake Superior National Marine Conservation Area – Marine Access Network Plan: Services
included the investigation, provision of professional planning and design services leading an integrated multi
disciplinary team to undertake the completion of a public oriented development plan including Marine Access
Network Study for the Lake Superior National Marine Conservation Area. The LSNMCA extends approximately
10,880 square kilometers from the northern shore line area out into Lake Superior and is designated to be part of
a nation-wide system of protected areas. Client: Park Canada, 2018

•

PSPC – DND Carling Campus Site Development Master Plan - Public Service Procurement Canada
(PSPC/PWGSC): Working as part of a multidisciplinary design team (CSW Landscape Architects, HOK Architects
and Morrison Hershfield) CIMA’s planners’ are undertaking a review of existing conditions, associated planning
and future development considerations, creating a strategic vision and associated land use guidelines, generating
alternative development options and a preferred development concept and master plan for this large 368 acre site.
The site currently consists of 11 interconnected buildings totalling 207,000 square metres of built accommodation
space. This former high tech business – office site has recently been transformed into the “Pentagon of the North”
servicing DND centralized requirements. Working with stakeholders the design team is developing a short and
long term (5 & 50 year) strategic Vision and campus development Master Plan. Client: PSPC, 2017

•

National Capital Planning Commission, Real Estate Advisory Services: CIMA’s Urban Planning and
Sustainable Development team lead by Mr. Sroka was recently awarded a multiyear standing to provide strategic
Real Estate Advisory Services to the NCC. Reporting to the Director of Real Estate Transactions, Transportation
and the Environment Client CIMA’s Planning Real Estate Team responds to various Standing Offer Agreement
SOA call-ups on various real property strategic transactions (disposal and acquisitions) and land development
assignments and associate support studies on behalf of the NCC within the National Capital (Ottawa – Gatineau)
Region : Client NCC, Duration 2017 - ongoing

•

National Printing Bureau Redevelopment Vision and Master Plan - Public Service Procurement Canada
(PSPC): Working with a multidisciplinary team (CSW/WAA Landscape Architects and HOK Architects) the project
focused on developing and long term (50 year) Vision and campus Master Plan for the redevelopment of the former
federal Printing Bureau site and heritage buildings. CIMA’s planning input was required to provide strategic
planning portfolio review advise for this 12 hectare (@30 acre), site conditions review as well as planning due
diligence, determination of optimal use through development of alternative land use concepts and stakeholder
engagement as well are the refinement of a preferred redevelopment concept and implementation strategy. CIMA’s
Transportation and Civil departments were also involved in this project. PSPC, 2018 - Ongoing.

•

Rideau - Carleton Raceway Site Redevelopment Plan: Rideau Carleton Entertainment Centre: Providing
urban planning, transportation and engineering services to support the approval of a multi phased redevelopment
master plan for a 500 acre site envisioning a harness racetrack, casino-conference hotel anchor, mixed use retail
component, golf course and residential component. CIMA’s planning and engineering services were retained to
provide background site review and planning due diligence, refinement of proposed lands uses and master plan,
stakeholder engagement, municipal development approvals , and assessment and attainment of required support
studies and planning approvals including Official Plan, Zoning, phased Block Plan subdivision, Site Plan and Minor
Variances as required. Client: Rideau Carleton Raceway:2016

•

City of Kingston, 1316 -1318 Princess Street Site - Land Use Redevelopment Concept Plan and Planning
Approvals: The City of Kingston’s Housing and Social Services Department retained CIMA's Urban Planning and
Infrastructure departments to prepare a mixed use (residential-commercial) development concept, supporting
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planning rationale and zoning by-law amendment application for a large City owned site. Alternative site
development concepts were prepared consistent with the objectives of the City’s housing funding program and
with the Official Plan’s direction. Alternative concepts where reviewed by stakeholders and the public. Background
traffic impact, servicing, noise and urban design studies were prepared to support the zoning amendment
application. Client: City of Kingston, Housing and Social Services Department, 2015-17
•

Ottawa MacDonald Cartier International Airport Authority, (OMCIAA) Landside LRT Cost-Benefit Study and
Peer Review, Stage II LRT Trillium Line City of Ottawa, Environmental Assessment Study, As Project
Manager / Principal Land Use Planner undertook a highest best use study of the Airports land side campus parcels
affected by City’s proposed LRT connection. Work included stakeholder engagement, peer review of Municipal
Environmental Assessment, monitoring of Official Plan review and proposed city amendments to airport lands,
land use planning analysis of affected parcels, review of future development options and proposed secondary
layout plan, as well as undertaking land valuation and a Cost-Benefit Analysis with Altus Group and
Pricewaterhouse Cooper on the Trillium LRT line extension to the airport. Client: OMCIAA, 2014-2015

•

Ottawa MacDonald Cartier International Airport Authority, (OMCIAA) Peer Review, Stage II LRT Trillium
Line City of Ottawa, Environmental Assessment Study, Principal Land Use Planner undertaking a planning
review and assessment of Airport lands affected by the City of Ottawa’s proposed LRT alignment ROW and of
three proposed onsite LRT stations. Provided peer review services to OMCIAA on City’s associated Municipal
Environmental Assessment for the LRT, Client: OMCIAA, 2015

•

Moosomin First Nation, Moosomin Plains Urban Design / Land Use Development Concept – Saskatoon,
lead planning and urban design consultant regarding the preparation of a mixed use development concept for
1,000 acre greenfield site located adjacent to the City of Saskatoon’s proposed ring road and Highway 16
intersection to Edmonton, Coordinated a multi-disciplinary study team providing land use and urban design input
on a three phased development plan including mixed use four season active recreational, hotel/casino leisure
centre including office retail and restaurant components with future potential golf course and light industrial
business park lands uses. Undertook an opportunities and constraints analysis, identification of planning
considerations guiding principal, alternative development concepts and refinement of preferred option as well as
developed an associated sustainable development strategy and guiding principles. Client: Moosomin First
Nations, Saskatoon, Duration: 2015

•

National Capital Commission, NCC LeBreton Flats Re-development Plan, International Design Build
Competition RFQ/RFP, As principal urban planners/engineers CIMA contributed strategic advisory services
regarding the redevelopment of a 58 acre brownfield site within Ottawa’s Central Area and participated as a
member of a multi-disciplinary design team. Services included provision of land use planning due diligence,
transportation and servicing assessment, urban design input, opportunities and constraints analysis, land
development options, development of sustainable development strategy incorporating EcoDistrict Protocol and
WELL Protocols, and the drafting of supporting planning rationale for a proposed 2.5 billion dollar redevelopment
mixed use and public realm scheme. Client: Devcore Canderel DSL Group, 2014 2016

•

City of Ottawa, Type III Building Condition Assessments – 60 Facilities, Ottawa, ON, City of Ottawa,
This ongoing project consists of coordinating and project managing CIMA+ site inspections to assess the condition
of multiple buildings, site and envelop components and Systems City of Ottawa facilities. Detailed reports are then
produced for the City of Ottawa outlining the life cycle condition of each building component complete with an
estimated end of life or replacement year, a class D cost estimates, photo references and schematic drawings. :
Client: City of Ottawa, Department of Infrastructure Services, Jan 2015 – Ongoing

•

Environmental Services Facility Accessibility Audits, Ottawa, ON, City of Ottawa,
Project managed and coordinated the completion of CIMA+ site inspections of six City of Ottawa Environmental
Service facilities and produced accessibility audit reports in accordance with the City of Ottawa Accessibility Design
Standards, 2012. Responsibilities included itemizing all barriers assessed at the site complete with a class D cost
estimate for barrier removal and schematic design drawings. Creative analysis and innovative solutions were used
in order to generate a remediation program and budget which is feasible. Client: City of Ottawa, Department of
Infrastructure Services, September 2014 – October 2014

•

Police Facility Accessibility Audits, Ottawa, ON, City of Ottawa,
Project managed and coordinated the completion of CIMA+ site inspections of eight City of Ottawa Police Station
facilities and generated detailed accessibility audits of all barriers identified. The audits reflected the design
requirements set out in the City of Ottawa Accessibility Design Standards, 2012. Responsibilities included
itemizing all barriers assessed at the site complete with a class D cost estimate for barrier removal and schematic
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design drawings. The methodology behind the audits resulted in recommendations that are both fiscally
responsible and appropriate to the resolution. Client: City of Ottawa 2014 – September 2014
•

City of Ottawa, Wellington Street Community Design Plan, Ontario Municipal Board Appeal: As principal
planning consultant retained by the City to provide expert planning evidence on the land use planning merits and
urban design elements in defence of the City’s Community Design Plan and associate implementing Official Plan
and Zoning bylaws, Client: City of Ottawa, 2014

•

City of Ottawa Official Plan Review - Review of Employment Lands Study and Official Plan Amendment
Update –
Work included providing land use planning strategic advice regarding Mixed Use Residential,
Commercial and Office Development Concept and required Official Plan Amendment for Patterson Holdings Inc.
lands. Acting as principal planner provided strategic realty advice, planning due diligence and optimal use
assessment, development feasibility review, and planning approvals advice of Block Plan, preparation of
application request for Official Plan Amendment, drafting of Zoning Bylaw Amendment, subdivision strategy and
site plan approvals. Client: Patterson Holdings Inc.: 2014 - 2016

•

City of Kingston, Block 4 – North Block District, Mixed Use (Residential, Commercial and Office) Planning
and Urban Design Guidelines and Planning Rationale. Working as the principal planning consultant and
working with CIMA Engineering and Transportation department in addition to NORR Architects prepared concept
redevelopment alternatives, preferred option, urban design guideline and supporting Zoning Amendment, on behalf
of City of Kingston, Planning, Sustainability and Growth Management Department. Client: City of Kingston,
Corporate Services, Strategic Initiatives, January 2013 – 2014,

•

Parliamentary Precinct Branch (PPB) Blocks 1, 2 and 3 Sparks – Wellington Street, Ottawa, Portfolio
Management Master Plan asset management and planning support services, on behalf of PWGSC –
Parliamentary Precinct Branch, Retained as a Special Advisor and Senior Planning Consultant retained to provide
background site review, planning due diligence, Peer review services, refinement of proposed lands uses and
master plan, stakeholder engagement, Federal, Provincial and Municipal planning approvals considerations,
preparation of support studies. Client: PWGSC-PPB, Planning and Implementation Division, June 20102014,

•

West Sector Master Plan and Underground Infrastructure Master Plan, PWGSC, Parliamentary
Precinct Branch (PPB) , Preparation of SOR, Preliminary Project Plan, drafting of Terms of Reference,
managed project using National Project Management System NPMS for execution of approvals and
implementation, prepared Cost Schedule / Time – Scope estimates and associated documents
including Risk Management, responsible for liaison with NCC and parliamentary partners &
presentation to Senior Management / Partners / Stakeholders / NCC. Deliverables included SOW,
Statement of Requirements, Project Plan, Draft RFP, and financials including budgets for approval,
stakeholder presentations / consultation, scheduling and project tracking. Client: PWGSC-PPB,
Planning and Implementation Division, 2008

•

Long Term Vision Plan (LTVP), PWGSC, Parliamentary Precinct Branch, July 2008 to March 2009
Research, monitoring and l Assessment of LTVP update, work involved liaison with NCC and
parliamentary partners, NCC and City regarding identification of future Master Plan integration
requirements, infrastructure, servicing and approach for next review of LTVP. Client: PWGSC-PPB,
Planning and Implementation Division, 2008-2009

•

Village of Richmond Community Design Plan (CDP), City of Ottawa, Planning review, assess and provided
stakeholder input to client on CDP, Class Environmental Assessment, Master Servicing Study and Master
Servicing Study process on behalf of Richmond Creek Estates Subdivision Inc., monitored, reviewed and provided
client input on Municipal Environmental Assessment process conducted on behalf of the City of Ottawa by Mattamy
Homes Ltd., Client: Ron Miligan, Duration: 2008-2009

•

L’esplanade Lac Leamy, Master Plan Fiscal Impact Study (mixed use development), City of Gatineau on
behalf of Bathurst Group, in association with CRG consulting, on the preparation and deliver of a fiscal impact
analysis for a proposed multi use condominium / office development project located north of the Hull Casino site.
Client: Bathurst Group, Sept 2007 to February 2008

•

DND – CFHA, Canadian Forces Base Affordable Housing Study, 38 Canadian Forces Bases Across Canada.
Worked as a senior land use planner on a project team for CRG Consulting assessing local planned regional and
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municipal growth strategies and forecasts for residential housing demand and population growth in order to assess
anticipated local urban and regional supply of housing. Purpose was to determine impacts on housing availability
and affordability for CFB members who desire to live off base in the future. Client: CFHA – DND, Duration: 2008
to 2009
•

PWGSC, National Capital Region, PWGSC- Community Based Investment Strategy (CBIS) update, PWGSC,
Real Property Branch, Retained as a sub consultant to update overview of office development opportunities within
Gatineau Quebec for future federal office accommodation requirements in association with CRG. Work also
involved review of NCC plans and policies affecting office accommodation in the NCR. Client: PWGSC, Real
Property Branch, March 2007 to June 2007

•

DND/CFHA, Canadian Forces Base Kingston, Residential Sector Master Plan, PWGSC - Canadian Forces
Housing Agency (CFHA), Project managed existing conditions including (Geotech, Hydrology, environmental
assessment, servicing and infrastructure condition and capacity, planning feasibility, development options, real
property management framework, sustainable development, risk assessment and business case, in association
with CRG. Client: CFHA – DND, Jan 2006 to Mar 2008

•

PWGSC, Real Property Branch and Natural Resources Canada, Partial Redevelopment NRCan Booth
Street Campus, Master Planning, Visioning and Design Options, Campus Development Planning, Existing
Conditions assessment, Senior Urban Planning Advisor in association with CRG and Urban Strategies Inc.. Work
also involve liaison with NCC and City of Ottawa with regard to related heritage, planning, traffic and transit (LRT),
growth management and office accommodation plans, policies and guidelines. Client: PWGSC-NRCan, May 2006
– Mar 2007

•

PWGSC, Land Use Planning and Real Estate Services, Standing Service Agreement - through CRG,
PWGSC, Respond to PWGSC call-ups for campus planning, office accommodation assessment and land use
planning requirements for federal government custodians. Work involved liaison with City of Ottawa, City of
Gatineau and NCC on related planning and development matters. Client: PWGSC, Real Property Branch, March
2005 - March 2007

•

DND/CFHA, Canadian Forces Bases (CFBs) Residential Sector Campus Planning for various CFB
Residential Sector Sites, PWGSC –Canadian Forces Housing Agency (CFHA) for CFB Uplands, ON, Kingston,
ON, Gagetown (NB), Shilo (Manitoba), Comox (BC),Sustainable campus development planning, existing
conditions assessment, development options selected sites, costing of preferred option, compliance with CFHA
Sustainable Development Principals, in association with CRG. Client: CFHA – DND, 2004 - March 2006

•

PGWSC, Tunney’s Pasture Campus Phase I, Master Plan, Ottawa, Existing Conditions Assessment,
PWGSC, Project managed multi-disciplinary team, completion of comprehensive report on campus existing
conditions. Client: PWGSC, Real Property Branch, Nov 2003 to Dec 2005

•

Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Special Examination of Canada Lands Project Management,
Planning and Commercial Leasing Practices, Auditor General of Canada, Senior Planner and special advisor
responsible for undertaking an audit of business practices used by Canada Lands in land development and project
management practices (Garrison Woods – Calgary and Greisbach - Edmonton land development sites examined.
Client: Auditor General of Canada, June 2005 – Sept 2005

•

City of Ottawa, Nepean Sailing Club, Highest and Best Use Planning- Study Mixed Use Residential
Development, Client: City of Ottawa, Department of Economic Development, Strategic Initiatives, May –
July 2004

•

City of Ottawa, Pineview Golf Course, Highest and Best Use Planning Study - Mixed Use Residential
Development , Client: City of Ottawa, Department of Economic Development, Strategic Initiatives, May –
July 2004,

•

PWGSC, Real Property Branch, National Geomatics Project Management Services provided project
management support services regarding the development of an internal project management framework system
to address national Geomatics workflow and project delivery requirements for federal department real property
portfolio management requirements. Client: Auditor General of Canada, 2002 – Sept 2004

•

PWGSC, Real Property Branch, Portfolio Accrual Accounting Valuation, Strategic Support Services, work
included project managing team of geomatics and informatics specialists to assess federal custodial ownership of
real property (land and building assets) by federal department as well as the identification of ownership anomalies
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for real property portfolios assigned for PWGSC, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, RCMP, Fisheries and
Oceans portfolios, PWGSC, Real Property Branch, 2000 to 2002
•

PWGSC, Strategic Land Use Planning Advisory Services, for office accommodation sites, Real Property
Branch, PWGSC, National Planning Advisor, Project Manager, Client: PWGSC, Real Property Branch, June
2000 to Dec 2001

•

Rideau Township, Master Plan, Village of Manotick and Secondary Policy Plan, in association with Spencer
and Co., Senior Principal Planner provided planning support services, drafted secondary village plan and
associated support studies for long term vision as well as undertook stakeholder engagement and public
participation, Client: City of Ottawa and former Rideau Twp: Sept 1999 - Dec 2001

•

Region of Ottawa-Carleton (RMOC), Vacant Industrial Land Survey - Industrial Business Parks , Shortcliffe
Commission - City of Ottawa Amalgamation, Senior Principal Planner and Special Advisor. Client:.RMOC –
Transition Team: June 1999-Jan 2000

•

University of Ottawa, Review of East Campus Development Options, University of Ottawa, Sept to December
1999, Assess development potential, City of Ottawa zoning and Official Plan development policies and provisions,
Senior Principal Planner. Client: University of Ottawa, Sept to December 1999

•

City of Ottawa, Heron-Walkley Plan of Development, Official Plan Amendment, Zoning Amendment and
highest best use assessment in support of National Capital Commission strategic land transfer to City of
Ottawa, City of Ottawa, Planning Department, Sept 1995 – Jan 1997, Senior Land Use Planner. Client: City of
Ottawa, Sept 1995 – Jan 1997

•

City of Ottawa, Coventry Road Plan of Development, Mixed you development site office, light industrial and
limited commercial with Triple A Baseball Stadium included in site, City of Ottawa, Planning Department, Senior
Principal Planner. Client: City of Ottawa, 1994 – Jan 1996

•

City of Ottawa, Development Opportunities at Transit Stations, City of Ottawa – Regional Municipality of
Ottawa Carleton, 1995 – 1996, Senior Urban Use Planner. Client: City of Ottawa, 1995 – 1996

•

City of Ottawa, Rideau Street Bus Mall Redevelopment Business Case, City of Ottawa, Planning Department,
Senior Principal Planner. . Project Value: Client: City of Ottawa, Nov 1992-Sept 1993

•

City of Ottawa, City Centre Plan of Development, Mixed use Office - Residential development tower site,
City of Ottawa on behalf of City of Ottawa and Equity Management, Senior Principal Planner. Client: City of
Ottawa, May 1992- Jan 1994

•

City of Ottawa, Central Area Plan, Official Plan Amendment, Secondary Policy Plan, City of Ottawa, Senior
Principal Planner and Project Manager. Project Value: NA, Duration: Sept 1990 – May1991

•

City of Ottawa, Comprehensive Official Plan Review and Vision for Ottawa, City of Ottawa, May 1998 – Jan
1992, Section Head and acting Policy Planning Manager, Senior Principal Planner. Client: City of Ottawa, May
1998 – Jan 1992

Sustainable Development Project Experience - Peer Reviewer for Federation of Canadian
Municipalities - Green Municipal Fund projects regarding Integrated Sustainable Community
Plans (ICSPs), Studies and Capital Projects across Canada (duration Oct 2008 to present) (
• Town of Creston, BC, Creston Valley Millennium Park Brownfield Feasibility Study, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF) 2014
• Town of Halton Hills, ON, Halton Hills Energy Plan, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund
(GMF) 2013
• Regional Nanaimo, BC, Nanaimo-Vancouver Passenger Only Ferry Service, Island Ferry Services Ltd.,
Peer Reviewer, District of Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF)
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2012
• City of Brampton ON, Measuring Sustainability Performance for New Development, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Town of Ladysmith BC, Waterfront Brownfield Study, Environmental Assessment, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Town of Ladysmith BC, Integrated Community Sustainable Plan, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Shelburne NS; Municipal Building Needs Analysis Feasibility Study, Peer Reviewer, Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• City of Iqaluit, Nunavut, Sustainable Community Plan, (SCP), Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Revelstoke, BC, Community Energy (District Heating) System, Capital Project, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Town of Bancroft, ON, Sustainable Community Plan, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Town of Smithers BC, Corporate Community Energy Emissions Sustainability Plan, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Town of Banff, AB, LEED Silver Recreation Centre - Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• City of Mississauga, ON, Environmental Master Plan, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• City of Guelph Ontario, Innovative District Secondary Plan, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Kings Township. Integrated Community Sustainability Plan – Township of King ON, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• Town of White River Ontario, Green Sustainable Plan, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2010
• City of Moncton Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP), Moncton, NB, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2009
• Town of Hampton Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP), Hampton, NB, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2009
• City of Campbell River Sustainable Official Community Plan, Campbell River, BC, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2009
• Regional Approach to Integrated Community Sustainability Planning – United Counties of Leeds &
Grenville, ON, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund
(GMF), 2009
• Sioux Lookout Community Sustainability Plan, Sioux Lookout, ON, Peer Reviewer, Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2009
• Town of Minto Sustainable Community Plan, Minto, ON, Peer Reviewer, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2009
• Saint John Integrated Community Sustainability Plan, Saint John, NB, Peer Reviewer, Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2008
• City of Chilliwack Air Quality, Energy and Greenhouse Gas Action Plan, Chilliwack, BC, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2008
• North Vancouver – Sustainable Community Plan, District of North Vancouver, BC, Peer Reviewer,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) – Green Municipal Fund (GMF), 2008
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Minimum Distance Separation II
Suter
Prepared By: Karen Davis, Crop Quest Inc.
Description:

For information purposes only!

Application Date:

Thursday, April 04, 2019

Municipal File Number:
Applicant Contact Information
Frank Suter
20905 County Rd. 21
Alexandria, ON, Canada K0C !a0

Location of Subject Livestock Facilities
United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, Township of North Glengarry
LOCHIEL, Concession: 5, Lot: 27
Roll Number:

011101601190200

Cement Pit

Calculation Name:
Description:

The barn area is an estimate only and is intended to provide users with an indication of whether the number of livestock entered is
reasonable.

Manure
Type

Type of Livestock/Manure

Liquid

Dairy, Calves Large Frame (45 - 182 kg) (eg.
Holsteins)

Liquid

Dairy, Heifers Large Frame (182 - 545 kg) (eg.
Holsteins), Pack Scrape 1 Side

Liquid

Dairy, Milking-age Cows (dry or milking) Large Frame
(545 - 658 kg) (eg. Holsteins), 4 Row Free Stall Head
To Head

Existing
Maximum
Number

Existing
Maximum
Number
(NU)

Total
Maximum
Number

Total
Maximum
Number
(NU)

Estimated
Livestock
Barn Area

0

0.0

60

10.0

2,100 ft²

400

200.0

238

119.0

23,800 ft²

0

0.0

304

434.3

38,000 ft²

Manure Storage: M1. Liquid, outside, no cover, straight-walled storage
Existing design capacity (NU):
Design capacity after alteration (NU):
Factor A

Factor B

(Odour Potential)

(Size)

0.7

200.0
563.3
Building Base DistanceF'

Factor D

Factor C

(minimum distance from livestock barn)

(Orderly Expansion) (Manure Type)

X 578.22 X 0.9771

X

0.8

316 m (1038 ft)

=

Storage Base Distance 'S'
(minimum distance from manure storage)

385 m (1262 ft)
MDS II Setback Distance Summary

Description

Minimum
Livestock
Barn Setback
Distance

Actual
Livestock
Barn Setback
Distance

Minimum
Manure
Manure Storage Actual
Storage Setback
Setback
Distance
Distance

Type A Land Uses

316 m
1,038 ft

TBD

385 m
1,262 ft

TBD

Type B Land Uses

633 m
2,076 ft

TBD

770 m
2,525 ft

TBD

Nearest lot line (side or
rear)

30 m
98 ft

TBD

30 m
98 ft

TBD

Nearest road allowance

60 m
197 ft

TBD

60 m
197 ft

TBD

AgriSuite 3.4.0.18

Page 1 of 2

Date Prepared: Mar 25, 2020 2:18 PM
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Minimum Distance Separation II
Suter
Prepared By: Karen Davis, Crop Quest Inc.
Preparer Information
Karen Davis
Crop Quest Inc.
1104 Kidd Rd. N.
Lansdowne, ON, Canada K0E1L0
Phone #1: 613-659-3347
Phone #2: 613-532-3347
Email: bkdavis@1000island.net

Signature of Preparer:

Date:

04 / 19 / 2020

Karen Davis
NOTE TO THE USER:
The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) has developed this software program for distribution and use with the Minimum Distance
Separation (MDS) Formulae as a public service to assist farmers, consultants, and the general public. This version of the software distributed by OMAFRA will be
considered to be the official version for purposes of calculating MDS. OMAFRA is not responsible for errors due to inaccurate or incorrect data or information; mistakes
in calculation; errors arising out of modification of the software, or errors arising out of incorrect inputting of data. All data and calculations should be verified before
acting on them.
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Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs

Ministère de l’Agriculture,
de l’Alimentation et
des Affaires rurales

31, St-Paul Street
P.O. Box 430
Alfred, Ontario K0B 1A0
Tel: (613) 679-4411
Fax: (613) 679-0929

31, rue St-Paul
C.P 430
Alfred (Ontario) K0B 1A0
Tél.:
(613) 679-4411
Téléc.: (613) 679-0929

Environmental Management Branch

April 2nd, 2020
Franz Suter
20905, Cty Rd 21
Alexandria, ON
RE: Farm visit to offer advice on mitigating odor potential for a proposed dairy liquid manure
storage
Dear Mr. Suter:
I’m following up regarding the farm visit conducted on March 16 th and the conversations I had
with your son over the last couple of weeks. You asked us to provide recommendations to
minimize nuisance impacts (odors) for a proposed new manure storage that is not meeting
Minimum Distance Separation II proposed setback calculation of 385 m.
The following options below are generally recognized to be effective to reduce emissions of
odors from liquid manure storages (Liquid Manure Covers, Ontario Pork, Ron Fleming,
Ridgetown College, 2006):
Impermeable covers, such as HDPE, EPDM or PVC liners that are positively or
negatively pressurized and other type of suspended or floating type of covers;
Permeable covers, such as straw or other residues mixed with vegetable oil, floating
plastic hexagons or clay balls, or natural crust formation.
After discussing over the last two weeks with the City’s planner, your Nutrient Management
Consultant and your planner over the proposed minor variance application, you have manifested
a preference to use the straw cover option.

Good Things Grow in Ontario
À bonne terre, bons produits

-2During the farm visit, we noticed that moving the liquid manure storage to the back of the
proposed new dairy barn would not be an option because it would have to be located near or on
top of the creek (surface water) passing behind the proposed new barn. This may constitute
enough grounds by the municipality’s planner to be consistent with MDS Guideline #43 which
states:
“MDS II setbacks should not be reduced except in limited site specific circumstances
that meet the intent of this MDS Document. Examples include circumstances that
mitigate environmental or public health and safety impacts, or avoid natural or humanmade hazards. If deemed appropriate by a municipality, the process by which a
reduction to MDS II may be considered would typically be through a minor variance to
the local zoning by-law provisions. To a lesser extent a site specific zoning by-law
amendment may also be appropriate.”
In terms of farmstead planning, you explained to us that you chose that location to allow manure
from a heifer barn to also be added to the proposed liquid manure storage. One of the pack &
scrape barn that you currently use for heifers would not be able to send the scrape portion of the
liquid manure from these heifers if the proposed liquid manure storage would be relocated. That
would significantly increase the labor and equipment operation requirements to haul the scrape
portion to your existing lagoon on your farmstead.
The use of straw cover, in combination with the natural crust formation that can naturally occur
on the surface of liquid dairy manure, is only effective when maintained. Climatic events, like
rainfall or high winds, can force the crust and straw cover to sink. You would have to reestablish it in the following weeks to minimize the potential of odor emissions after these
climatic events. This straw cover also needs to be re-established after emptying and land
applying the liquid manure from that storage.
In the long term, an anaerobic digester uses a permanent cover to collect all biogas produced
from incoming manure and destroys volatile organic compounds and other compounds known
to cause odors. This leaves the digested manure with significantly less odor emission potential
from the liquid manure storage tank and from land application of liquid digested manure, as you
already experienced from other farms in your area.
Considering you are planning in the long term to have an anaerobic digester, the use of a straw
cover for the proposed liquid dairy manure tank would help natural crust formation and reduce
the potential for odor emissions as a short-term, but high management method. It also uses
materials that are already locally available, rather than to require large amounts of plastic that
would have to be disposed to a landfill when you would decide to build your anaerobic digester.
Another option that has not been mentioned in the Ontario Pork study, but widely recognized to
have an impact on dispersion of odorous particles and other socio-economic benefits to your
farm is the establishment of a properly designed windbreak in between the liquid manure
storage and nearby receptors. We would highly recommend that you contact your local
Conservation Authority to obtain the planning services from their forestry department to
establish a permanent windbreak. Mostly likely, this would be a combination of 2 or 3 rows of
different species that are suitable for your soil and drainage in potted stock (not bare root).

-3-

Over the years, the windbreak would have to be thinned and maintained. A permanent
windbreak is an additional long term fall back strategy to reduce the travel of odorous particles
that would not be contained by a permeable or impermeable cover over your liquid manure
storage to nearby receptors.
If you have any other questions, please contact me via phone at +1-613-676-2460. We wish you
great success to you and your family as you embark on this construction project for your dairy
herd.

Sincerely,
Terrence Sauvé
Farmstead Optimization and Safety, Engineering Specialist
EMB/ OMAFRA
Alfred, ON
cc.
Amadou Thiam, OMAFRA
John O’Neil, OMAFRA
Brent Winters, MECP
Tony Sroka, The Haven Group
Kasia Olszewska, Township of North Glengarry
Karen Davis, Crop Quest inc.

APPENDIX 7 AVERAGE ANNUAL SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION -SELECTED SITES
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Appendix 7

Average Wind Weather Data
(Source: https://weatherspark.com )

This section discusses the wide-area hourly average wind vector (speed and direction) at 10
meters above the ground. The wind experienced at any given location is highly dependent on
local topography and other factors, and instantaneous wind speed and direction vary more
widely than hourly averages.
The following Wind Reports illustrate the typical weather for each location, based on statistical
analysis of historical hourly weather reports and model reconstruction from January 1, 1980 to
December 31, 2016. Wind weather data comes from NASA’s MERRA-2 Modern-Era Retrospective
Analysis.

Casselman, Ontario

Hawkesbury, Ontario

Saint-Polycarpe, Quebec

Cornwall, Ontario

APPENDIX 8 PROVINCIAL POLICY STATEMENT - PPS 2014 AND PPS 2020
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Provincial Policy Statement
PPS 2014 / PPS 2020
Relevant Policies in consideration of MV02-2020
With regards to the relief being requested through the subject minor variance application
MV02-2020 the following PPS policies are deemed consistent with the provincial and relevant
for consideration by the Committee of Adjustment:

PPS 2014

PPS 2020
(Effective May 1, 2020)

1.1 Managing and Directing Land Use to
Achieve Efficient and Resilient Development
and Land Use Patterns

1.1 Managing and Directing Land Use to
Achieve Efficient and Resilient Development
and Land Use Patterns

1.1.4 Rural Areas in Municipalities

1.1.4 Rural Areas in Municipalities
1.1.4.1 Healthy, integrated and
viable rural areas should be
supported by:

1.1.4.1 Healthy, integrated and
viable rural areas should be
supported by:
•

providing opportunities for economic
activities in prime agricultural areas, in
accordance with policy 2.3.

•

providing opportunities for economic
activities in prime agricultural areas, in
accordance with policy 2.3.

Planning Rationale Opinion: The subject minor variance relief from the MDS II setback
calculation including the recommended conditions of approval are consistent with the PPS
2020 above noted policies.

1.1.5 Rural Lands in Municipalities

1.1.5 Rural Lands in Municipalities

1.1.5.6
Opportunities should be
retained to locate new or expanding
land uses that require separation from
other uses.

1.1.5.6 Opportunities should be
retained to locate new or expanding
land uses that require separation from
other uses.

1.1.5.7 Opportunities to support a
diversified rural economy should be
promoted by protecting agricultural
and other resource-related uses and
directing non-related development to

1.1.5.7 Opportunities to support a
diversified rural economy should be
promoted by protecting agricultural
and other resource-related uses and
directing non-related development to

areas where it will
constraints on these uses.

minimize

1.1.5.9 New land uses, including the
creation of lots, and new or expanding
livestock facilities, shall comply with
the minimum distance separation
formulae.

areas where it will
constraints on these uses.

minimize

Policy 1.1.5.8
New land uses,
including the creation of lots, and new
or expanding livestock facilities, shall
comply with the minimum distance
separation formulae.

Planning Rationale Opinion: The subject minor variance application including the
recommended conditions of approval are consistent with the PPS 2020 above noted policies.
The MDS II formulae has been used accordingly to calculate the zoning bylaw setback of which
relief is being requested through the minor variance application to the committee of adjustment.
1.7 Long Term Economic Prosperity
Policy 1.7.1.i
o

sustaining and enhancing the viability
of the agricultural system through
protecting agricultural resources,
minimizing land use conflicts,
providing opportunities to support
local food, and maintaining and
improving the agri- food network;

Planning Rationale Opinion: The subject minor variance application including the
recommended conditions of approval are consistent with the PPS 2020 above noted policies.

2.3 Agriculture

2.3 Agriculture

2.3.1 Prime agricultural areas shall
be protected for long-term use for
agriculture.

2.3.1 Prime agricultural areas shall be
protected for long-term use for
agriculture.

Prime agricultural areas are areas
where prime agricultural lands
predominate. Specialty crop areas
shall be given the highest priority for
protection, followed by Canada Land

Prime agricultural areas are areas where
prime agricultural lands predominate.
Specialty crop areas shall be given the
highest priority for protection, followed by
Canada Land Inventory Class 1, 2, and 3

Inventory Class 1, 2, and 3 lands, and
any associated Class 4 through 7 lands
within the prime agricultural area, in
this order of priority.

lands, and any associated Class 4 through
7 lands within the prime agricultural area,
in this order of priority.

2.3.2 Planning authorities shall
designate prime agricultural areas and
specialty crop areas in accordance
with guidelines developed by the
Province, as amended from time to
time.

2.3.2 Planning authorities shall designate
prime agricultural areas and specialty crop
areas in accordance with guidelines
developed by the Province, as amended
from time to time.

2.3.3 Permitted Uses

•

Planning authorities are encouraged to use an
agricultural system approach to maintain and
enhance the geographic continuity of the
agricultural land base and the functional and
economic connections to the agri-food
network.

2.3.3 Permitted Uses

2.3.3.1
In prime agricultural areas,
2.3.3.1 In prime agricultural areas, permitted
permitted uses and activities are:
uses and activities are: agricultural uses,
agricultural uses, agriculture-related uses
agriculture-related uses and on-farm
and on-farm diversified uses.
diversified uses.
Proposed agriculture-related uses and
on-farm diversified uses shall be
compatible with, and shall not hinder,
surrounding agricultural operations.
Criteria for these uses may be based
on guidelines developed by the
Province or municipal approaches, as
set out in municipal planning
documents, which achieve the same
objectives.
o

2.3.3.2 In prime agricultural areas,
all types, sizes and intensities of
agricultural uses and normal farm
practices shall be promoted and
protected in accordance with
provincial standards.

Proposed agriculture-related uses and
on-farm diversified uses shall be
compatible with, and shall not hinder,
surrounding agricultural operations.
Criteria for these uses may be based
on guidelines developed by the
Province or municipal approaches, as
set out in municipal planning
documents, which achieve the same
objectives.
o

2.3.3.2 In prime agricultural areas,
all types, sizes and intensities of
agricultural uses and normal farm
practices shall be promoted and
protected in accordance with
provincial standards.

o

2.3.3.3 New land uses, including the
creation of lots, and new or
expanding livestock facilities shall
comply with the minimum distance
separation formulae.

o

2.3.3.3 New land uses in prime
agricultural areas, including the
creation of lots and new or expanding
livestock facilities, shall comply with
the minimum distance separation
formulae.

Planning Rationale Opinion: The subject minor variance application including the
recommended conditions of approval are consistent with the PPS 2020 above noted policies.
The MDS II formulae has been used accordingly to calculate the zoning bylaw setback of which
relief is being requested through the minor variance application to the committee of adjustment.
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5.
OLD BUSINESS

6.
NEW BUSINESS

7.
NOTICE OF MOTION

8.
ADJOURNMENT

CORPORATION OF
THE
TOWNSHIP OF NORTH GLENGARRY
DATE: April 27th, 2020
RESOLUTION # _________
MOVED BY: _______________________________
SECONDED BY: _____________________________

There being no further business to discuss, the Committee of Adjustment Hearing
was adjourned at ________________.

Carried
_______

Defeated
________

Deferred
________

______________________
MAYOR / DEPUTY MAYOR
YEA
Deputy Mayor: Carma Williams
Councillor: Brenda Noble
Councillor: Jacques Massie
Councillor: Jeff Manley
Councillor: Johanne Wensink
Mayor: Jamie MacDonald

____
____
____
____
____
____

NEA
____
____
____
____
____
____

